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Races
featured
on ballot
By The Associated Press
Contested races on the May
25 primary election ballot. (0
denotes incumbent.
Statewide
Republican Governor/Lieutenant Governor: David L.
Williams,
Columbia/Joanna
Williams, Columbia; Peppy Martin, Bonnieville/Wanda Cornelius, Campbellsville.
Democratic
Treasurer:
Jonathan Miller, Lexington;
Susan Johns, Louisville.
Railroad Commission
1st District (roughly western
third of state): Democrats Gene
Williams, Calvert City; Bill Bailey (i), Murray.
2nd District (roughly central
third of state): Henry Spaulding (i), Louisville; Beck Beckham, Louisville; Ronald Ferguson, Harrods Creek; Wade Littrell, Lexington.
3rd District (roughly eastern
third of state): Barry Owens,
Royalton; J.E. Combs (i), Hazard; Thomas Callahan, Thelma; Gabe Turner, Drift; Jim
Short, Olive Hill; Ronald Miller.
Flatwoods.

MONDAY

Patton will stand as nominee
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
has been a gubernatorial campaign
in name only.
One candidate has disconnected his telephone and is refusing
interviews. Another found a running mate two weeks before the
filing deadline and got the most
publicity of the campaign when
her Web site was hacked. The candidate assured of nomination has
raised the most money and made
the most stops.

And election officials figure
maybe one in 10 voters will bother to go to the polls on Tuesday.
Kentucky's first experience with
succession and public financing in
the same election has turned out
rather unlike anyone could have predicted.
Gov. Paul Patton and running
mate Lt. Gov. Steve Henry have
no opposition and, because no writein votes are allowed in primaries,
will stand as the Democratic nominees in the fall.
The 834,829 registered Repub-

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In an,ardinary year, there would
be a squad of candidates trying
to explain to voters how they
will make the state treasurer's
office important if they get elected.
There were seven candidates
in 1995 and nine in 1991. Both
times, two Republicans sought the
office.
This year, there are only two
candidates. And both are Democrats.
Susan Johns and Jonathan
Miller are vying in the only
statewide primary Democrats will
have on their ballot Tuesday in
this most unusual election year.
No Republican filed for any constitutional office other than governor, leaving the Miller-Johns
winner and the incumbents virtually assured of four-year terms
barring an upset by an independent candidate.
Secretary of State John Y.
Brown III, Auditor Ed Hatchett,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
short ballot and a predicted
low turnout should result in quick
trips to voting booths for Kentuckians on Tuesday, said Secretary of State John Y. Brown
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Tonight. Mostly cloudy with
sprinkles possible. Low 50 to
55. West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday.. Considerable
cloudiness. High around 75.
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lican voters — a record number
— can choose between Peppy Martin and running mate Wanda Cornelius and the husband-and-wife
slate of David L. Williams and Joanna Williams.
Martin, wtio lives in Hart County and has worked in public relations and advertising positions, has
fired the occasional barb at Patton, but otherwise conducted a
barely noticeable campaign. She
raised less than $10,000 through
the last reporting period on May
14 and her running mate, Wanda

Cornelius of T4ylor County, has
campaigned even less.
Martin's previous brush with
government was a few months as
a secretary in the last Republican
administration in Kentucky in 1971
and a failed race for the GOP
nomination for state representative
in 1981.
Martin, who calls herself "a
very Kentucky girl," has criticized
Patton for raising the subject of
casino gambling and overhauling
the state workers'compensation system. She has tried to associate

Patton with President Clinton's
efforts to regulate tobacco.
But what drew the most attention to Martin's campaign was the
work of some computer hackers
the week before the primary who
sabotaged her modest Web site
and presented bogus positions for
Martin on gay rights and for gun
control.
The Martin campaign is still
more active than Williams, who
took part in a Kentucky Educa-

M See Page 2

Two vying for treasurer

Brown
predicts
quick trip
for voters

Brown said this year's primary election ballot is the shortest since the 1988 presidential
primary.
That year, fewer than 15
percent of the voters turned
out, and the election cost the
state $1.5 million, he said.
By contrast, Kentucky had
a record number of political
offices up for election last
November. It took some voters 10 minutes to cast their
ballots — once they got through
the lines.
The only statewide contested elections Tuesday are the
Democratic primary for state
treasurer and a low-key race
for Republican nominee for governor.
There also are races
throughout the state for railroad commissioners, some primaries in judicial races and a
few vacancies in local offices.
Brown, whose office oversees state elections, said.he
is "stunned" by the lack of contested races. Kentucky Republicans failed to field candidates
in any statewide race except
for governor.
Brown — who was not challenged in his re-election bid —
predicts that turnout Tuesday will
be heaviest in Fayette and Jefferson counties because of local
judge races and a commissioner's contest in Jefferson
County.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
IN BLOOM...Moderate rains and plentiful sunshine have
produced roses and other flowering plants throughout
Calloway County. For information regarding diseases,
weeds and insects, see Gerald Claywell's column on
Page 11.

New study examines
gambling's social costs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A new study on machine gambling in
South Carolina has found an an increase in compulsive gambling,
bankruptcies and personal debt that cost the state millions of dollars
a ' year.
The results come as Gov. Paul Patton suggests that Kentucky consider legalizing casino gambling and opening as many as 12 to 14
casinos.
The report was co-written by William Thompson, chairman of the
Department of Public Administration at the University of Las Vegas,
Nevada, and Frank Quinn of Carolina Psychiatric Services in Columbia, S.C. It was done at the request of a citizens group that opposes machine gambling in South Carolina.
"The proponents of gambling do this a lot," Thompson said. "They
say, 'We don't know enough about compulsive gambling, so let's go

II See rage 2

Miller uses visits to
boost election interest
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Jonathan Miller feels confident he can win the Democratic nomination for Kentucky State Treasurer if one key thing happens.
People have to come out and vote at the May 25 primary election.
"We've got to remind folks there is an election," Miller said.
"So many folks I run into don't even know there's an election."
The election will feature only three contests. Miller will run
against Susan D. Johns for the State Treasurer nomination and
William "Bill" Bailey will run against Gene Williams for the Railroad Commissioner nomination on the Democratic Party ticket.
On the Republican Party ticket, Peppy Martin and Wanda Cornelius will run against David Williams and Joanna Williams for the
Governor and Lieutenant Governor nomination.
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey has said that he expects
only a 20 to 25 percent voter turnout for the elections. Miller
expects somewhere closer to 10 percent.
The expected low voter turnout is why Miller has been hitting
the campaign trail especially hard during the last few weeks. He
visited Murray last week.
"I've just been hitting county after county meeting folks," Miller
said. "I feel really great about my chances."
Miller's major platform is a prepaid college tuition savings program, which would allow parents to pay for their children's future

• See Page 2

Bunning draws fire for votes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
campaign-finance reform group has
taken out a full-page advertisement claiming that Kentucky Sen.
Jim Bunning ranks first among the
Senate's top 10 friends of the progun lobby.
Public Campaign's ad, which
ran in Friday's editions of The
New York Times, says that Bunning has received more from the
gun lobby than anyone else —
$197,175 since 1991.
The information in the ad, which
also includes pictures of Bunning
and nine other senators, was provided by the Center for Responsive Politics.
"The overwhelming majority of
Americans — even the majority
of gun owners — want stricter
gun laws," the ad said.
"Yet our elected representatives
continue to ignore the will of the
people, and it's apparent why. So
long as politicians must rely on
special interest money, guns will
be too easy to get
and powerful campaign contributors (will)

What the people of
Kentucky have to wonder is who does he
really represent?
-Ellen Miller
Public Campaign
executive director
dominate our democracy."
Dave York, Bunning's chief of
staff, said The National Rifle Association contributed the maximum
of $10,000 to the Bunning campaign but, beyond that, Bunning
doesn't know how much of his funding came from gun interests.
"We raised $4.6 million, so the
contributions from the NRA come
to about two-tenths of one percent of our total," York said. "I
don't suppose that would be enough
to affect his vote."
According to Ellen Miller, Public Campaign's executive director,
gun manufacturers such as Smith

& Wesson have their own political-action committees that contributed to the Bunning campaign,
increasing his total to nearly
$153,000 through last year.
"When you get as much money
as Jim Bunning does, and you
vote the way he does, how could
you not suspect there's a relationship?" Ms. Miller asked.
"What the people of Kentucky
have to wonder is who does he
really represent? There's no issue
where the public stands more
squarely in one place and the lawmakers stand in another than gun
control. It is the unspoken hand
of big money."
Gun-control advocates also say
they are alarmed at Bunning's vote
along with 25 other senators last
week against the juvenile-crime bill,
with its several gun-control provisions.
Bunning opposed an amendment to require background checks

111 See Page 2

TVA opts to stop
barge receptions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority will
suspend barge receptions that have cost the agency more than $600,000
since 1994 to entertain customers, business leaders and government
officials.
TVA Chairman Craven Crowell, the only person on the federal
utility's board until two other spots are filled, discontinued the events
for now because he does not have time for them, said spokesman Gil
Francis.
The agency may resume the practice later, however, Francis said.
The receptions were staged on several barges tied together and
pushed along the Tennessee River by a towboat while food and drinks
were served.
Critics charged the events were nothing more than an entertainment
cruise and were wasteful, especially after TVA laid off several hundred workers three years ago.
TVA billed them as customer appreciation gatherings that enabled
electric power distributors, economic development officials, government leaders and others to informally discuss business with TVA
executives.
The federal agency has been host to 66 barge events at a cost of

M See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
KEEPING UP.. William Neace, 70, keeps the grounds tidy Sunday morning In front of
the concession stand at the Bee Creek soccer complex. Neace Is a member of
the
Class D work program.
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Dinner set for June 7
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From Page 1

opposed the mandatory check that
the Senate narrowly passed as pan
and only 3,000 families in a 10- on everyone purchasing a gun at
Plans have been finalized for
a gun show or pawn shop. He of a juvenile-justice measure, but
year period have enrolled.
voted against another amendment voted for passage of the entire the 72nd Murray-Calloway Coun"Alabama has had a prepay proty Chamber of Commerce Annugram and 50,000 families have requiring gun locks to be includ- bill.
According
ed
in
to
all
data
handgun sales.
compiled by al Dinner Meeting to be held June
enrolled," he said. "On a bad day.
the
Center
for
Responsive
Poli- 7 in Murray State's Curtis Center
Kentucky's still better than Alaba"You would think that espe- tics, McConnell
received no inde- Ballroom.
ma, but we need to catch up in
cially (the 1997 Heath High School pendent expenditures
David L. Armstrong will be this
on his behalf
terms of this program."
shootings near) Paducah would be from the gun
year's featured speaker. A native
lobby
and
collected
Although he is not sure of how
in the mind of Jim Bunning to a
little over $10,000 in contribu- of Hope, Ark., he grew up in
such a program would affect the
vote for these common-sense tions from gun
groups between 1993 Madison, Ind. He attended Hanover
rest of Kentucky's economy, Miller approaches," said David Bernstein,
College, Murray State University
1998.
and
feels the commitment to educa- spokesman for Handgun Control,
York said Bunning has been a and the University of Louisville
tion would pay dividends.
Ithe nation's largest gun-control staunch defender
of gun owners' School of Law.
"There'd be no direct impact, organization."He's already making
He was elected mayor of
rights
but
said
he
also supports
but the long-term impact would
himself out to be a good friend "responsible restrictions
Louisville in November 1998, with
on
guns
be incredible," Miller said. "One of the NRA, the gun lobby, after
more than 75 percent of the vote.
reason why Kentucky's economy this week's votes and last week's to enhance public safety."
He has spent most of his career
"Certain
common-sense
proviis not as strong as some other votes in the Senate."
sions he's always willing to accept," involved with law enforcement and
states is because we're just startYork said. "He just doesn't believe criminal justice, as the Jefferson
ing to our education system in
Kentucky's other senator, Repub- they ought to place undue restric- County Commonwealth's attorney
order."
lican Mitch McConnell, voted for tions on law-abiding citizens who (1971-1973); and as a prosecutor.
As for his reasons for running
He was an innovative leader in
both gun-control measures. He happen to be gun owners."
for office, Miller's answer is a
his two terms as Jefferson Counsimple one.
ty Judge executive from 1989"I know the value of a good
1998.
..
education," he said. "Now, I'm
In his inaugural address, he
trying to give back to the compledged
to call out for people to
munity that gave so much to me." From Page 1
ical organizations of her General "come to the city" to live, to
work, for recreation, and for entercolleagues to help her
Attorney General Ben Chandler Assembly
tainment.
He is a champion of
overcome her financial deficit.
and Agriculture Commissioner Billy
effective grass roots," downtown housing development
very
"It's
a
Ray Smith were unchallenged and
and building a strong retail base
write-ins are not allowed in the Johns said.
in. the city.
vigor and enthusiasm because we
Johns said she wants to improve
primary.
The mayor is a strong advoare not taking the fall election for
Kentucky's return on investments cate
Rarely has so much attention
for connecting the city's
granted," Patton said in Georgebeen paid to an otherwise obscure and have the treasurer made a schools to its neighborhoods and
town last week.
office. It has only 42 employees member of more oversight boards, developing programs that ensure
The Patton campaign had raised
such as those for workers' comand a budget of $2.2 million and
Louisville is a national leader in
nearly 50 times what Martin's had
pensation funding and state retirewhat few duties it has are largeworkforce development. He is comin the latest campaign spending
ment programs.
ly clerical, even if the salary is
mitted to improving transportation
report.
Johns said legislators want to
$82,521. The treasurer does sit on
as another essential component of
Patton, though. will be the only
the office, but have been
improve
notably
boards,
other
state
a few
his economic development plan.
statewide officer with a contested
made skeptical by past occupants. The
the Kentucky Lottery Commission
mayor also made a commitrace in November.
"They want to make a change ment
and is a member of the State
to make Louisville the safest
The exception, Treasurer John Investment Commission, which sets in it. And they're willing to do city in the nation.
Kennedy Hamilton, is not running
broad policy for the state manag- that with somebody that they trust,"
Armstrong and his wife, Carol,
for a second term. And the win- ing its assets. The real work of Johns said.
have two children, Shannon and
Miller, who developed his Bryce.
ner of the two Democrats who managing money in the state is
resume with an Ivy League law
are contesting that primary — Susan
done by the Finance Cabinet.
Jimmy Carter, president of MurJohns of Louisville and Jonathan
Johns, who is in her second degree and stints in Washington, ray-Calloway County Chamber of
Miller of Lexington — will face term in the state House and served including as a member of the staff Commerce, encourages
all chamno Republican in the fall.
four years in the Senate, said she of Vice President Al Gore, returned ber members to take advantage of
When Kentucky voters changed
to Kentucky in 1997 and set about this event.
was encouraged to run by fellow
the constitution to allow succes- legislators. The incumbent, John finding a political office to fill.
"We are very fortunate to have
Miller raised more money than Mayor
sion for statewide officers, supKennedy Hamilton, is not seeking
Armstrong speak at our
porters argued it would reduce the
re-election and has had a string any candidate in last year's Demo- dinner, someone who has played
cratic primary for the 6th District such
turmoil of complete Statehouse
of personal difficulties.
an instrumental role in reviturnover every four years.
Johns, who has raised little seat in Congress but finished sixth talizing our state's largest city. Our
It has worked beyond expectamoney compared with Miller, said out of seven candidates. He has
tions the very first time.
she is also counting on the polit- amassed more than $250,000 for
his campaign this year, a nearly
unprecedented sum for a treasurLi
er's race, much of it from the
From Page 1
contacts he made in Washington.
genuine
Miller said he has a
ahead and do this.' How many
.7 FEDERAL
interest in the treasurer's office studies do you need?"
MATERIALS
and is not just a candidate in
South Carolina machine ownCONCRETE
search of an office.
ers and operators receive about $600
"This office, which has been million a year in profits from the
underutilized for the past few 31,000 machines operating in the
decades, has enormous opportuni- state, while the state gets about
ties to it.- Miller said.
$60 million in tax revenue. ThompMiller said he wants to use his son said.
seat on the lottery board to give
His study estimated that the
Thinking about a concrete
more oversight. And he wants Ken- direct yearly cost to the state of
driveway or parking area?
tucky to expand a college tuition increased compulsive and problem
savings plan that would give a gambling was $171 million, a figDid you know that concrete driveways and parking areas offer the
state guarantee that investments ure that took into account increased
unique feature of flexibility in design? That's right! Concrete may
would keep up with tuition costs. bankruptcies, lost work days, therbe selected in a broad range of colors and patterns to create any
look desired. It also makes it possible to incorporate the pavement, walkways and landscaping into the overall design, enabling
you to turn your driveway or parking area into a premier entryway;
a showcase for project.
If you would like to learn more, contact one of our representatives. Then you will understand with concrete, beauty and value
are built into one.

From Page 1
college educations at present tuition
rates.
Miller uses his 5-year-old daughter, Emily, as an illustration of
how the program would work, if
the current cost of tuition was
$10,000.
" When she gets to be 18, I'll
be paying tremendous 'sums of
money," Miller said. "With this
prepay program, I'll pay the money
upfront, not all at once, but in
monthly installments.
"Those monthly installments will
equal the $10,000," he said. "It's
all tax deferred."
Miller said that 19 other states
are currently using the program.
Indiana is the only state bordering Kentucky that does not participate in the program.
Miller points to the program's
success rate in Alabama as proof
that it can be a success.
"Kentucky's got a savings program that's different," he said. "It
only has a 4 percent rate of return,

• Treasurer.

•Patton ...
From Page 1
tional Television forum, but has otherwise pretty much kept to his
home in Columbia.
Patton and Henry made whirlwind stops in each Kentucky county, ending last week. "Running
against nobody, I think I can win
that one," Patton often joked.
"We'll be back in the fall with
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DAVID ARMSTRONG
members should not miss this
opportunity to hear his message.
he said.
The chamber utilizes the annual dinner to recognize businesses
and individuals who made significant contributions to the community. In addition to naming the
"Citizen of the Year," the Business Council for the Arts, a chamber committee, presents the Betty
H. Lowry Award for outstanding
leadership in support of the arts.
The "Agriculturist of the Year"
will focus attention on the contribution made by an individual
to agriculture, one of our county's largest industries, and to the
community.
The chamber will also announce
the new directors at the banquet,
recognize the retiring board members, and introduce the recipients
of ambassador awards.
The dinner banquet will begin
at 7 p.m. and the cost is $25 per
person. Make reservations by calling the chamber office at 7535171 on or before May 27.
For more information, call the
chamber office at (502) 753-5171.
The hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m., and Saturday from 8:3011 a.m.

• Study •.•
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apy and other costs to society.
Studies have repeatedly found
that between 22 percent and 26
percent of compulsive gamblers
file for bankruptcy, much higher
than average, Thompson said.
Arch Gleason, president of the
Kentucky Lottery Corp., said Friday that he and the board do not
advocate the legalization of new
forms of gambling in Kentucky.
A lottery report released last week
was intended only to show how
much more income the state could
get if it approved additional gambling, he said.
The lottery's report looked at
the addition of video lottery terminals or slot machines at the state's
eight race tracks or keno, a numbers jackpot in which prizes are
drawn every few minutes.
The study found that VLTs at
race tracks could bring in $180
million to the state; slot machines
at tracks, $275 million; and keno,
$118 million.

• TVA ...
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$9,500 each since October of 1994,
Knoxville
News-Sentinel
The
reported Saturday.
Last year, the agency spent
almost $112,000, with more than
65 percent for food and drinks.
The leader of an agency watchdog said the receptions provided
ammunition for TVA enemies in
Congress and elsewhere to say the
agency wasn't spending its money
wisely.
"My understanding is they didn't do anything of consequence
on them," said Stephen Smith, who
heads the Tennessee Valley Energy Reform Coalition.
"It's more of a public relations
ploy that they have used in the
past to travel up and down the
river and wine and dine."
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Leno to lead pack
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jay Leno says being behind the wheel
of the Indianapolis 500 pace car will be nothing compared to
driving the rattletrap vintage cars in his famous collection.
"I don't have cars that necessarily go fast," he said. "I have
the kind of cars that people are amazed you are physically able
to get to your destination."
An example is his two-cylinder, three-wheel Morgan, one of 54
cars and 53 motorcycles he owns.
"It's pretty loud, it's pow, pow, pow," Leno said in Saturday's
Daily News of Los Angeles. "It's the kind of car where you're
scared to death, you're holding on for dear life and girls are passing you putting on their lipstick in Honda Civics."
The host of "The Tonight Show" will lead the pack in front
of nearly 300,000 racing fans May 30 at the 83rd Indy 500.

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — A
major cigarette maker once considered making tobacco-based lollipops and other candies with nicotine at the same time the industry claimed it was not marketing
to kids, a formerly secret document shows.
The idea was among several
novel tobacco product proposals
to emerge during an October 1992
brainstorming session by executives at-Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., according to a memo quoted by the Saint Paul Pioneer Press
on Sunday.
Others included a wafer bread
product, "foam tobacco. sponge or
cotton candy like product," a fruit
roll-up, tea, a paper stick resembling a lollipop, a "chew stick,"
tobacco spice to sprinkle on food,
a "tobacco-derived salted snack"
and a tobacco pill.
The company also looked at an
"asthma inhaler-like product," a
nicotine nasal spray, chewing tobacco that didn't have to be spit out,
tobacco toothpicks and an "atomizer activated by sucking." It also
considered tobacco lotion, perfume
and aftershave.
The memo's author wrote that
the meeting's participants were
searching for a "socially acceptable" tobacco product, one that
contained nicotine but had a "positive image." The author also said
it should be smoke-free, odorless,
easy, "pleasant" to use and have
"satisfaction readily controlled by
user."
Opponents of the tobacco industry said the memo may provide
the Food and Drug Administration
with a powerful piece of evidence
that the tobacco industry markets
nicotine as a drug, and that the
industry therefore should be regulated.
But Brown & Williamson
spokesman Mark Smith said the
memo just reflects some "dumb
ideas" floated in the kind of freewheeling brainstorming in which
any corporation might indulge —
and that management never let those
ideas reach the marketplace.
The U.S. Supreme Court last
month agreed to rule on whether
the FDA can regulate tobacco.
Tobacco control advocates who
were shown the document by the
Pioneer Press were critical of the
brainstorming session.
"It shows the inconsistencies of
their messages. They say, 'We
don't want kids to smoke,' and
then they turn around and consider developing a lollipop-type
product," said Elva Yanez, associate director of Americans for Nonsmokers' Rights.

Lucas seeks land
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — George Lucas is going up against
a powerful developer in a bid for a piece of the Presidio, a former Army base on prime coastal land.
The Presidio's board of directors will choose Thursday between
two proposals for 23 acres of the scenic 1,480-acre site.
Lucas, who created the "Star Wars" movies, wants to house a
visual effects archive and digital training institute. He envisions a
I5-acre great lawn with terraced promenades and a cafe for public use.
"This won't feel like a tourist event, but something like a huge
park that's open all the time," said Gordon Radley, the president
of Lucasfilm and overseer of the project.
Shorenstein Co. has proposed the 10-building Presidio Village,
with offices for CNET and other technology firms, 459 units of
housing arranged around two courtyards, retail space and a central green.
"Why would you need a I5-acre park when you've got 1,500
acres of park in the Presidio?" company chief executive Doug
Shorenstein said of Lucas' proposal.

Ventura may seek more security

ST. PAUL (AP) — Gov. Jesse Ventura's administration may ask
his publisher to pay more of the costs of his book tour for security and a staff member to travel with him.
Dressed in jeans and a Navy SEAL T-shirt and hat, Ventura
kicked off the tour Saturday with a book-signing at the Mall of
America. Within the first hour, he'd already signed 200 copies of
his autobiography, "Ain't Got Time to Bleed," and about 300 people were still in line.
He plans stops in California, New York, Washington and Chicago to promote the book, for which he received a six-figure advance.
Ventura's spokesman, John Wodele, said the governor may ask
his publisher to help pay for the security crew and staff member
required for the trips.
Wodele said earlier that state taxpayers would pick up the tab,
but Ventura is making the trips on vacation time and his personal expenses are being paid privately by Villard Books.
Charlie Weaver, the state's public safety commissioner who provides security for the governor, said it isn't appropriate that citizens pay for the security costs.
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Drug activity keeps
Murray police busy
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A rash of drug-related activities
kept the Murray Police Department
busy over the weekend.
"We had a very busy weekend,"
Captain Bobby Holmes said. "We
had so much evidence in the locker,
I had to come in yesterday and
empty it out."
The main incident occurred at a
house located at 407 S. Sixth St.
"Officers went to do a welfare
check on a child that was not being
attended," Detective Mark McCuiston said. "When they arrived, they
found marijuana, LSD and possible
drug paraphernalia."
The MPD received a complaint
from a citizen concerning the welfare of small children at the residence at approximately 7 p.m. Saturday.
The MPD, along with members
of the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, went to the residence
swear

to investigate. Three adults were arrested and two juveniles were taken
into custody.
Shannon Jarvis, 19, was charged
with trafficking a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a
school, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Eric Miller, 21, was charged
with unlawful transaction with a
minor, possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia. Amy Carter, 21, was charged
with possession of marijuana. Jarvis and Miller are currently housed
in the Calloway County Detention
Center. Carter is currently free on
bond.
One juvenile was charged with
possession of a controlled substance first degree and possession
of marijuana. The other was
charged with possession of marijuana.
The two juveniles were released
to their parents.

The Murray Middle School Band will present its 1999 Spring Concert and
Awards and
Recognition Ceremony May 25 in the Murray Middle School gymnasium
at 7 p.m. The
evening will feature performances by the sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-grade
bands. Also
featured will be the Murray Flute Choir, comprised of Murray Middle and Murray
High students, and Woodwind Quintet #1. The evening will conclude with rousing
tunes from the
popular Murray Middle School Jazz Band. There is no admission charge, and
everyone is
invited to attend.

Harper saddens inmates
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Edward Lee Harper Jr., scheduled
to die by lethal injection Tuesday
at the Kentucky State Penitentiary,
saddened some of his fellow Death
Row inmates when he decided to
waive appeals, two inmates said.
Randy Haight, 46, said some
men on the row support the decision, but most don't. Several
inmates tried without success to
get Harper to change his mind.
Haight tried so hard that Harper didn't tell him goodbye last
Wednesday before leaving Death
Row for an isolation cell near the
execution chamber.
"He was tired of me preaching
to him, more or less," said Haight,
who admitted robbing and killing
Boyle County residents David
Omer, 40, and Patricia Vance, 33,
in August 1985 after breaking out
of jail in Johnson County.
Harper's former attorneys have
filed an appeal — against his will
— seeking to block his execution.
There has been no decision.

Harper, 50, killed his adoptive
parents, Alice and Edward Harper Sr., in 1982. He is the first
condemned man in Kentucky in
modern times to waive his appeals.
"In most of our opinions on
the row, it's a suicide," said Leif
Halvorsen, 44, convicted in 1983
of killing three people in Lexington. "It's a fiasco, really."
"We feel sorry for Ed for losing hope. He's not seeing the big
picture," Haight said.
For some of the 39 other men
on Death Row, Harper's decision
brings death too close to home.
For others, it's a religious issue.
"We don't believe anybody had
the right to suicide," Haight said.
"I think it's the only sin that can't
be forgiven."
After a life of crime. Haight
said he became a Christian on
Death Row and quotes Scripture.
If Harper were trying to kill
himself another way. the prison
would do all it could to stop that

"What they're basically talking
about here is, 'How do we cram
nicotine into people?" Banzhaf
said. "They're talking about how
it has to be at certain levels, and
they even use the word 'controlled,' and that is at the heart
of the FDA's case."
Documents in the collection
show that the four leading tobacco companies — Brown &
Williamson, Philip Morris Inc., R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. and Lorillard Tobacco Co. — all investigated a variety of novel tobacco
and smoking products.
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toward your
retirement
goals?

The Eagle Nest Annuity is a flexible-premium. tax-deferred annuity
issued by American General Annuity
Insurance Company.

Spread your wings and consider adding
the Eagle Nest Annuity to your
retirement portfolio. Ask the financial
representatives at Union Planters how
this annuity can help secure your
retirement nest egg.
The Eagle Nest Annuity is
available through Union Planters
Insurance Agency, Inc. or its
affiliates. The Eagle Nest is not
available in all states.
11399 (3/991

SOLUTION:

CALL NOW. BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU

1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • Murray, KY 42071

EMI
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Thurs. 8-11:30

759-1116

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!
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NO BANK GUARANTEE

With the Eagle Nest Annuity, you'll
receive a firSt-year interest bonus, taxdeferred interest accumulation and
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principal is guaranteed by American
General Annuity.
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and keep him alive until he could
be executed. Haight said.
"We can't make no sense of
that," he said.
Harper, a Catholic, said he
believed his decision does not conflict with church teaching against
suicide, because prison is torture.
Even the men who don't agree
with his decision understand how
years on Death Row can erode hope,
Halvorsen and Haight said.
"It wears a man down." Halvorsen said.
The two said men on Death
Row are locked in their cells 22
hours a day. They get two hours
of recreation a day in a common
area on the row, and one hour a
week outside.
Haight and Halvorsen said the
mood on the row is different than
it was two years ago as Harold McQueen's execution approached.
McQueen, 44, was put to death
in the electric chair July 1, 1997,
for killing clerk Becky O'Hearn,
22, during a 1980 store robbery .
in Richmond.

John Banzhaf, executive director of Action on Smoking and
Health, said the newfound memo
"is one of the strongest pieces of
evidence supporting the FDA's position that they (tobacco companies)
intended nicotine as a drug."
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Panel agonizes over issue
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Legislative Ethics Commission last
week was discussing private reprimands for members of the General Assembly who break the rules
when commission member Michael
McDonald began to remember his
days on the bench.
McDonald, who was a circuit
court judge in Jefferson County
and then a member of the Court
of Appeals, said private reprimands
reminded him a little bit of how
records in court cases sometimes
get sealed.
Sealing a record is supposed to
be an unusual step — the dispensing of justice supposedly being
a public matter and all — but
McDonald said he sensed a pattern. "It's amazing who gets their
records sealed," McDonald recalled.
The records of cases involving
those individuals and corporate entities with wealth and influence
seemed to get the special treatment more often than others,
McDonald said.
Of course legislators, who almost
by definition are influential people, would never get special treatment.
And, of course, the current membership of the commission would
never lean one way or another off
the straight and narrow treatment
of anyone.
But McDonald wondered.
Tony Wilhoit, who is now executive director of the ethics commission but once was a colleague
of McDonald's on the appeals court
bench, fretted that the current climate in the public arena seems to
be one watchdog is created to
oversee one thing, then another
watchdog is created to look after
the first watchdog and so on down
the line.
Where does it all end and who
is ultimately going to watch over
everything, Wilhoit wondered.
Lloyd Clapp, the only former
member of the ethics panel who
was also a legislator, said he always
counseled his legislative colleagues
that voters would pass ultimate

EDITORIAL

Exercise your right to vote
judgment on those who went astray.
"The legislators are going to
want the private reprimands," said
commission
member
George
Troutman.
But Wilhoit and other ethics
commission staff members especially worried what might happen
if a tiny matter came up and the
press would blow it out of proportion.
Wilhoit and the staff parrot the
attitude of most legislators when
it comes to ethics and the press,
which of course always tries to blow
things out of proportion.
If only these matters could be
resolved in private, things would
just work out fine.
Ever since they created the
ethics commission in 1993, it has
been a dilemma for the legislators who did it.
First, they felt compelled to do
it by public pressure because it
was in the wake of the whole
Operation Boptrot scandal that
made felons of more than a dozen
legislators.
Although the law itself was not
particularly stringent, the people
appointed to oversee and enforce
it took their tasks seriously.
So what you had was a law
that legislators passed themselves
being enforced by people appointed by legislators and the legislators not especially happy about all
these rules of conduct they adopted for themselves.
So the legislature changed the
law, made it even less stringent
and told the ethics commission
members to enforce only what was
written, not what they really thought
was ethical.
Most of the ethics commission
members, led by Chairman George

Barker, a flinty former Fayette
Circuit Court judge with a biting
sense of humor, resigned in protest.
So did the commission's first director, Earl Mackey.
If legislators don't really want
ethics, the resigning members said,
they're not going to participate in
the charade of enforcing them.
The commission as constituted
after the mass exodus has had a
decidedly different view of things
ethical in the legislature.
Bruce Lester, another former
Court of Appeals judge who was
elected to another term as chairman of the panel last week, wrote
in a December 1996 publication that
the commission's "prime function"
was "to install public confidence
in the integrity of its government
and public officials.
"In so doing, we have prioritized our duties into four major
categories, with those being education, advisory, record maintenance and adjudicatory.
The commission wishes to
emphasize that in respect to our
last mentioned function that confidentiality is our paramount objective."
So the debate last week over
private reprimands was enlightening.
"Ninety-eight percent of it is
really teaching them what the law
requires," Wilhoit said.
He did not explain how a private lesson was more informative
than a public one.
McDonald said minor matters
should be treated as such. "If it's
nothing, dismiss it," he said.
"If it's serious enough to be a
problem, it's serious enough to be
public," Clapp said.

Voter turnout for Tuesday's primary election is expected to be dismal. With only
three races on the ballot and none of them
local, area voters just don't seem to be
very interested in exercising their right to
vote.
But all elections are important, regardless of the length of the ballot. The county still has to spend money on this elec-

tion, staffing each polling place from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m.
Why not ensure that the polls stay busy
and get out and vote? It's important to
express your opinion by voting.
Set an example for others by going to
the polls early. Proudly display the "I
voted today" sticker and encourage others
to vote.

Casinos 'a bad idea'
By Brereton Jones
deal of credit for the emphasis he
Former Kentucky governor
has put on education which is
Let's get straight to the point.
absolutely the real key to our
Casino gambling in Kentucky is tant segment of our economy.
future.
a bad idea.
If we legalize casinos, a few
Preparing our people for good
The very thought of our own managers, lobbyists and politicians jobs
with good pay is a far more
government promoting the decep- will make a lot of money and
worthy goal for our state than to
tion of slot machines and roulette tens of thousands of Kentuckians
fund the creation of a bunch of
wheels is a sad commentary. These will lose a lot of money.
casinos with mostly dead end jobs
casino "games" are programmed
We are told, however, that the
whose intent it is to fleece the
so that the house cannot lose.
state will make $200 $300 milRegardless of how much money lion and this can be used to do public on a daily basis.
We have a Cabinet for Ecoyou have, you are guaranteed to wonderful things for all of us.
lose it all if you play long enough. You name it and the casino money nomic Development in state government that is second to none in
This is absolute!
will pay for it.
We already have an abundance
Does this sound familiar? I America.
of gambling opportunities with the remember a candidate for goverIt is run by people with great
lottery, bingo and horse racing.
nor who was proposing a state ability, dedication and integrity.
At least the horse business cre- lottery.
With our educational, business,
ates a signature industry that proHis ads said, "What do you labor and political leaders workvides 80,000 jobs and produces a want — higher taxes or a lot- ing with these folks, we can help
commodity that sells around the tery?" Kentucky voted for the lot- give them vision and create
betworld for millions of dollars.
tery. We also got the highest tax ter jobs with much better pay than
You can succeed at various lev- increase in our state's history!
the casinos will ever provide, and
els in the industry with education
We justifiably frown on any we will all feel much
better about
and hard work.
person in our society who profits
our future.
If we find that casino gambling by deceiving others.
Please call your legislator today
in adjoining states is destroying
We have an abundance of laws
and
ask them to vote "no" on
this industry, then we will need on the books to protect us from
to make conscious decisions about the deception of our fellow citi- •casino gambling.
Tell them to dispose of this
how we can overcome this situa- zens.
tion.
How then in the name of decen- issue during the first half of the
We have already begun to cy and common sense can we jus- next session of the General Assemaddress this with the creation of tify proposing that our own gov- bly so that they will be free to
the National Thoroughbred Rac- ernment should enter into the busi- do the important business of the
ing Association (NTRA).
ness of promoting games of chance, people before they adjourn.
To react too hastily and create where our own citizens have no
They must not allow this issue
an over abundance of gambling chance for long term success?
to monopolize their time. We can
could do major harm to this imporGov. Patton deserves a great do better.

ANALYSIS

FROM OUR READERS

Panama Canal
very important
Dear Editor:
I just sent an e-mail to U.S. Congressman Ed
Whitfield and U.S Sens. Mitch Mconnell and Jim
Bunning concerning the planned transfer of the
Panama Canal from control by the United States.
This is a very serious national security issue.
The text of my email is as follows:
"The Panama Canal is vital to U.S. economic
well-being and national security. Amazingly and
tragically this strategic waterway is scheduled to
pass from U.S. control at the end of 1999 under
the Carter-Torrijos treaty unless steps are taken to
prevent it.
It is claimed by some that the Canal is not of
strategic military importance. Any lay person should
know this is not true.
But the strategic importance of the Canal is
well documented in an interview with Admiral
Thomas H. Moorer and Rear Admiral C.H. (Mark)
Hill in the March 29, 1999 issue of The New
American magazine.
You can access a copy of the interview on the
internet at www.jbs.org/tna/1999/03-29-99/admirals
(iund alarm.htm.
The Carter-Torrijos treaty is invalid for several
reasons, but the most glaring reason is because the
version ratified by Panama is different from the
one ratified by the United States. But regardless
of this the treaty needs to be challenged.
I urge you to sponsor and'otherwise support
legislation which: I) unequivocally recognizes the
Carter-Torrijos treaties as null and void; 2) recognizes U.S. rights as expressed in the 1903 HayBuneau-Varilla Treaty as still valid, and 3) ceases
all transfers and funding for transfers of U.S. property or rights in the Panama Canal Zone. Please
let me know if you will do so."
I urge your readers to immediately contact their
representatives in the U.S. legislature about this
matter.
Steve Hamilton
522 Broad Street
Murray, KY 42071

Intersection poses
danger to drivers
Dear Editor:
I would like to thank the Ledger & Times for

bringing to the attention of the driving public the
problems school bus drivers have at the intersection of Five Points and on Chestnut Street.
However, there are a couple of points that I
would like to clarify.
First, I don't wish to debate the design of the
intersection of Five Points, which I assume is what
Assistant Police Chief Ken Claud was referring to.
That is not the problem.
My problem stems from the fact that while traveling east in the afternoon, after I have gone
through the intersection and when I stop to let a
student off at the YMCA, so many vehicles pay
no attention to my stop sign and do not stop.
I am not the only driver that stops at the YMCA;
other drivers also have the same problems with
drivers not stopping.
Many drivers are talking to passengers in their
vehicles, are on the phone, or simply are trying
to make it through the light before it turns red.
They are not even aware we are there.
The problem diminishes somewhat when the college is not in session due to a drop in the traffic.
My suggestion is that a police officer, preferably in an unmarked car, monitor that area from
time to time.
Secondly. I have to believe because of the magnitude of vehicles that pass our stop signs on
Chestnut Street that the driving public is not aware
that regardless of the passing lane that has been
added between 12th Street and Fourth Street, a
vehicle MUST stop when a school bus has its stop
sign out.
I believe that people are mistakenly under the
impression that because there is a passing lane
between us they do not have to stop.
I agree with Assistant Police Chief Claud that
there is a great need for an increase in driver
awareness, and I can only hope that with the help
of the police, the court system, and the Ledger &
Times bringing these situations to the public, that
we will be able to educate before a tragedy occurs.
Lastly. I would like to thank all the people who
do stop for the school buses.
To those who do not stop whether through ignorance of the law or just plain unconcern for the
safety of our children, the next time you pass my
stop sign I may be letting off your brother, sister.
son, daughter or grandchild.
So please. le'ts all slow down, be aware of our
surroundings and obey the traffic laws.

Linda Cullop
Calloway County Bus Driver
382 Kirk Ridge Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071
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Wilson Christenbery
Wilson Christenbery, 82, Glendale Place, Murray, died Sunday,
May 23, 1999, at 11:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. Born
Sept. 16, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Carl Christenbery and Metye Pea Christenbery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lela Christenbery, to whom
he was married on May 8, 1939; one daughter, Mrs. Penny
DeHaan, Murray; two sons, Wilson Christenbery and wife, Carol,
Fowlerville, Mich., and Thomas Christenbery, Nashville, Tenn.;
five grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. ha York Perry
Mrs. ha York Perry, 99, Benton, died Sunday, May 23, 1999,
at 1 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
She was a member of Brewers United Methodist Church. Her
husband, Hal Perry, one daughter, Linda Perry, one son, Bill Perry,
two granddaughters and one great-great-grandson all preceded her
in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ruth Creason, Benton;
half sister, Mrs. Helen Hays, Georgia; half brother, James Treas,
Benton; six grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren; seven greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Filheck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard Dowdy
and the Rev. Kent Bailey will officiate. Burial will follow in
Brewers Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brewers United Methodist
Church Building Fund, 2285 Jack Treas Rd., Kirksey, KY 42054.

Southwest fifth-grader Austin
Carter is pictured during his
presentation on the assination
of Robert F. Kennedy. Carter's
topic was one of the Century's Top 100 News Stories of
the Century listed by the University of Virginia's Newseurn. He is in the gifted and
talented class.

Clark leaves for
volunteer work
Local Red Cross volunteer Ray
Clark left Friday with the Emergency Response Vehicle (ERV) for
Waterloo, Iowa.
Swollen rivers in northeast Iowa,
because of storms earlier in the
week, forced many people to evacuate their homes.
"The American Red Cross has
made a commitment to the American people to offer assistance following any disaster," said Calloway County Red Cross director
Jean Masthay. "I'm proud to be
a part of a community that takes
that commitment seriously and is
willing to leave on such short
notice to help thosein need."
Clark, along with a volunteer
from Louisville, will work together serving meals to the victims
and rescue workers in the flooded areas.

Lucci breaks Emmy losing streak
NEW YORK (AP) — Buy that
lottery ticket and bet on the Boston
Red Sox to win the World Series.
If Susan Lucci can win, anything
is possible.
Daytime television's most notorious losing streak was broken Friday night when Lucci — the villainous Erica Kane on "All My
Children" — was finally handed
a Daytime Emmy Award for best
actress at the 26th annual show.
Eighteen times before she was
nominated and failed to win, but
the 19th time proved the charm.
She sobbed as she received a
standing ovation
"Thank you very much. I truly
never believed that this would happen," she said.
Clearly a sentimental favorite.
Lucci was thought to have her
best chance in years after submitting
to judges a tape of her performance in a hospital vigil over her
anorexic TV daughter, Bianca.
When producers tried to cut off
her acceptance speech, the audience at New York's Theater at Madison Square Garden howled in
protest and Lucci plowed on. She
had two decades worth of thank
yous, most poignantly to her children.
"I wasn't meant to get this
award before tonight, because if I
had, I wouldn't have had that col-

lection of poems and letters and
drawings and balloons and chocolate cake you made me all this
time to make me feel better," she
said.
Tears welling up again, she
promised her fans that she would
"try my best never to let you
down. I'm going to go back to
that studio Monday and I'm going
to play Erica Kane for all it is
worth."
Lucci's win overshadowed a
record-setting performance by
"General Hospital," which won
eight awards. Rosie O'Donnell was
named best talk show host and
her program best talk show.
It was the sixth time "General
Hospital" was named best soap
opera. Anthony Geary, who won
best actor in 1982 when his character Luke Spencer was a national sensation, won for the second
time. Jonathan Jackson, who plays
his son Lucky, won best younger
actor for the third time.
And Stuart Damon of "General Hospital," himself nominated
seven times before for best supporting actor without winning, took
home a trophy.
"I got to play the oldest, fattest drug addict in the history of
television," he said.
The Emmys capped a stressful
week for O'Donnell, who had a
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Drug company accused of manipulation

Ms. Patsy Price
Ms. Patsy Price, 44, Bethel Church Road, Murray, died Saturday, May 22, 1999, at 12:58 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An employee at Jakel of Murray, she was a member of Blood
River Baptist Church. Born Nov. 1, 1954, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of O.D. Parrish and the late Sarah Agness
Bowden Parrish.
Survivors include two daughters, Dessie Davis and Sarah Davis,
one son, Michael D. Parrish, and two grandchildren, Xavier Parrish and Nicholas Davis, all of Murray; her father, O.D. Parrish,
New Concord; one sister, Mrs. Shirley Kelso and husband, Jerry,
Murray.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy and the Rev.
Richard West will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve Lax, Michael Parrish, Larry Thurman,
Kenneth Grace, David Hillenburg and Mike Evans. Burial will
follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
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tense fight with actor Tom Selleck over gun control on her show.
She twice paid tribute to Oprah
Winfrey, who took herself out of
the running after winning best talk
show host seven times.
"I one day hope to move through
life with the grace and dignity of
that woman — Oprah Winfrey,"
said O'Donnell, as tears streamed
down her face.
Bob Barker, host of "The Price
is Right," was given a lifetime
achievement award and ended a personal Emmy boycott. He's stayed
away for the past two years, convinced the Emmy Awards weren't
treating game shows with enough
respect.
Barker has been on "The Price
is Right" Since 1972, and was host
of "Truth or Consequences" for
18 years before that. He's been
named best game show host a record
10 times. O'Donnell ordered Barker to "come on down" for his
award.
"I wish I had a refrigerator for
every one of you," Barker said.
The Emmys snubbed top-rated
Jerry Springer and his raucous talk
show. The winners are selected by
members of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences and the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.

DALLAS (AP) — A medical us," Wyeth spokesman Doug Petkus Wyeth. Phentermine,
the other half
researcher says he would not have said. "The companies have
some of the combo, is not made by
written an article promoting fen- input, it seems, in the initial
devel- Wyeth and is still available.
phen had he known it was paid opment of the piece
Six million people in the Unit... but the
for and edited by the company proposed author has
the last say." ed States took Pondimin or Redux.
that made half of the popular diet
However, medical ethicists and Individuals who took the weightdrug combination.
editors of prominent medical jour- loss combo have filed thousands
"It's really deceptive," said Dr. nals criticized
of lawsuits nationwide.
the practice.
Albert Stunkard, whose article was
"What they're doing here is
Wyeth and a company it acquired
published in the American Jour- clearly an
advertisement, but it's hired Excerpta Medica, Inc., to write
nal of Medicine in February 1996. couched
in a scientifically valid the 10 articles, according to law"It sort of makes you uneasy."
paper," said Dr. Robert Tenery Jr., suit documents cited by the MornA lawsuit claims that Wyeth- a Dallas
ophthalmologist and chair- ing News.
Ayerst Laboratories hired ghost- man
Excerpta, based in Belle Mead,
of the American Medical Assowriters for articles promoting obe- ciation's
council on ethical and judi- N.J., planned to submit most of
sity treatment and then used promithe papers to medical journals
cial affairs.
nent researchers such as Stunkard
The fen in fen-phen refers to owned by its parent company, Reed
to publish the works under their
Pondimin (fenfluramine) and Redux Elsevier Plc, the newspaper reportnames.
(dexfenfluramine), both sold by ed.
The suit accuses the company
that made the "fen" half of the
drug combination hid health risks
associated with the drugs. The
Prices as
company allegedly tried to play
of 9 a.m.
down or remove descriptions of side
Dow Jones Ind. Avg 10824.27 - 5.01 Intel
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Stock Market Report

Our Best Investment Is You.

The

Senior Circuit
Presented by
Glendale Place

Eric Kelleher

J.J.B. Hilliard, WI. Lyons, Inc • klembef NYSE and SIPC

The new
digital hearing aid.
It.s like nothing \ otf‘e ever heard before.

Diiektur

THE IMPORTANCE OF A
FIRM HANDSHAKE
As it turns out, there may be more
significance attached to a firm
handshake than merely making a
good initial impression. According
to a report recently published in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association, a measurement of a
middle-aged man's hand-grip
strength is a very good predictor of
his risk of becoming disabled later
in life. This conclusion was reached
on the basis of a 25-year study of
Japanese-American men in Hawaii.
Grip strength provides a reliable
indication of overall muscle tone.
And, it was found that that those
men with the strongest grips,
between the ages of 45 and 68, may
have a "greater reserve of strength
to offset debilitation when they
grow older.
GLENDALE PLACE is an
Independent
Living
Rental
Retirement Community, conveniently located at 905 Glendale
Road. As a result of years of planning and dreaming by people dedicated to serving senior adults in a
Christian atmosphere, GLENDALE PLACE was conceived out
of a love and commitment to
enhancing the lives of people.
Unlike many retirement communities, we offer monthly rentals.
There are no entrance or endowment fees charged. To schedule a
tour, call 759-1555. Come see how
we put profession in tender loving
care.

STARTS
SUNDAY

The ‘Iorld's Smallest
The Vibrld's Fastest
The V‘orld Most Sophisticated
and Completely Automatic
The Seas° is 100% Digiul
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DIGITAL HEARING AID
"The hearing aid %%id]

Ahead Of Its Time

icd 18 -I)

STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation
206 South 4th • Murray

(502) 753-8055
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Is Health Insurance Too Expensive?
Health Care Doesn't Have To Be!

Doctor's
Discount
Network
is now accepting applications for free
introductory memberships.

cash back
mail-in rebate on all home appliances over $399*
even sale prices
Owned & Operated
By: Opal Hart
(#3066)
912 S. 12th St.
Bel-Air Center
Murray

AY
siAlAts

Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 270-753-2310

Sall Starts May 22rd this 27th
• ,C" cast, Coca imel moil-in robots through May 27 Sem
stone ior dolmas. Escludos Exosplional Maws armf weir
Insainment products, KlicfmnAid dishwashers and Maytmg
Neptune and Ciornini products 'rola capacity Prices aro lOr
soma Colors. icanialum hooii up extra.

For discounts on medical, surgical, hospital and pharmacy services join the only
network of providers catering to the
needs of the cost conscious medical
consumers. Inquiries from employers and
individuals welcome. Call for a brochure
and application. No one will be turned
down for free introductory memberships.

759-4862 or
1 (800)773-5860
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Hooks and Boggess
wedding to be May 29
Beth Hooks and Ricky Boggess will be married Saturday, May 29,
1999, at 5 p.m. at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
A lakeside wedding is planned followed by a reception in the Garden Room of the hotel.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss Hooks is the daughter of Linnie Hooks and Sonny Hooks.
Mr. Boggess is the son of Joe and Fay Boggess.

Ladies plan golf play
Third and fourth graders rehearse with Loretta Kroehler
before a recent presentation of "Free to be Content," the
Fanny Crosby story, at the Murray Christian Academy.

BIRTHS
Tabitha Leigh Crouch

Mr. and Mrs. Micky Crouch of 920 Osage Crossland, Puryear,
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Tabitha Leigh Crouch, born on
Sunday, May 9, 1999. at 9:34 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Christine Wood.
Grandparents are Paul and Janet Wood of Springville. Tenn., and
Jacky and Shelley Crouch of Paris, Tenn.

Ladies Day Golf at the Murray Country Club will be Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not listed may come
and be paired at the tee.
Sue Outland, phone 753-8682,
will be hostess.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Frances
Hulse, Sue Outland, Linda Burgess.
Tee 3 - Evelyn Jones, Venela
Ward, Betty Stewart, Sally Crass.
Tee 4 - Diana Villanova,, Ann
Marie Hale, Amy McDowell, Freda
Steely.
Tee 5 - Jennie Sue Smock, Barbara Gray, Norma Frank.
Tee 6 - Toni Hopson, Ann
Brown, Glenda Hughes, Anna Mary
Adams.
Tee 7 - Rebecca Landolt, Rowena Cullom, Martha Sue Ryan, Edith
Garrison.
Tee 8 - Carolyn Sanning, Marilyn Adkins, Billie Cohoon.

Tee 9 - Laverne Ryan, Louise
Lamb, Beth Belote, Beverly Reuter.
Winners of golf play on May
19 have been released by Venela
Ward, hostess, as follows:
Madelyn Lamb Trophy - Frances
Hulse.
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, first, Inus On, second,
Diana Villanova, low putts.
First flight - Frances Hulse,
first, Sue Outland, second, Linda
Burgess, low putts.
Second flight - Freda Steely.
first, Amy McDowell, second,
Norma Frank and Venela Ward
tied for low putts.
Third flight - Barbara Gray,
first, Marilyn Adkins, second.
Rebecca Landolt, low putts.
Fourth flight - Carolyn Sanfling, first.
Winner for nine holes - Be erly Reuter.

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

Use your Sears Card and take

OFF
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

CUBS meeting Wednesday
CUBS (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Soft drinks will
be provided by The Murray Ledger & Times for those who wish
to bring their lunch. Agenda items include Angels Community Clinic, Parent Power, Baby Shower for Calloway County, changes in
medical transportation, and Calloway County Youth Coalition Delinquency Prevention Initiative. All interested persons are urged to
attend. For information call 762-7333.

Lodge 827 changes place
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will meet tonight (Monday)
at Snappy Tomato, North 12th and Olive Streets. All members are
urged to note the change from the place announced Saturday.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will hold a special called meeting on June 7 at 1:30 p.m. in the
teachers' lounge. Margaret Cook, principal, invites all interested
persons to attend.

Ladies Night Out Tuesday
Ladies Night Out will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. Reservations may be made by calling 753-9430.

Sale Starts May 23rd thru May 27th
912 South

753-5227
logs. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

12th Street, Bel-Air Center- Murray
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 270-753-2310

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Persons are asked to use
the back entrance. Planning will be made for Jamboree III, the
annual singles event, to be Saturday from 4 p.m. to midnight at
Kenlake State Park Pavilion. Admission will be $5 per person.
Food will be served from 5 to 7:30 p.m. with the SOS providing
the meat and soft drinks and others to bring dishes to pass and
lawn chairs. Games and entertainment with Gary Long as DJ will
be from 8 p.m. to midnight. This is open to all singles. For more
information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Murray Lions Club will meet
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Singles (SOS) will meet

West View Nursing Home has planned events for the patients
and residents. Tuesday events will be Dining Music at 8 a.m., Coffee HOur at 10 a.m., Exercise at 10:30 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and
MSU Time at 6:30 p.m. Events Wednesday will be Dining Music
at 8 a.m., Bible Class at 10 a.m., Room Manicures at 10:15 a.m.
and May Birthday Party at 2 p.m. Thursday events will be Dining Music at 8 a.m., Sensory at 8:30 a.m., Gospel Hour at 10
a.m., Trivia at 10:15 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and Pet Visits at. 3:15
p.m.

Call For Openings

home electronics, vacuum,
or microwave purchase

Anri
will

West View plans events

Ages 0-5

any

Tomorrow is Primary Election Day in Calloway County.
Included on the ballot as published in the May 20th issue of
The Murray Ledger & Times are the offices for both the Democratic and Republican parties. It is such a privilege, which we
take for granted, to be able to vote for the candidates of our
choice. It is also our duty. The polls will be open from 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

Murray High School Tiger Band banquet will be tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the MHS cafeteria. This will be a potluck
dinner and awards ceremony. All MHS band members and their
families are invited.

sigAns
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

MHS Band banquet tonight

MURRAY
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JO'S DATEBOOK
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Enjoy your summer in a huge19' x 31 0.0.
family-sized POOL with sundeck,fence & fitter

100%
Financing! ONLY $929
LIMITED AREA

Hemmers Only Call No

Call bll-free!

INSTALLATIDN ARRANGED1-800-759-6058

Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. This will be the first "Police Officers
of the Year" award dinner. The club will recognize an outstanding
officer from each of the law enforcement agencies serving the citizens of Calloway County.

AARP meeting on Tuesday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter #4437 of the American Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. at Green
Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. Al Hough will speak
about the elderhostel Program. He and his wife. Jan, have attended 16 elderhostels and he will provide general and specific information. Dr. David Roos, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Parents Anonymous will meet
Patricia
Baker
lost
68-1/2 lbs.
and
75-3/4
inches

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

Oa
Ladies
special ev
Bridge
Golf pl
line-up to
Cynthiz
golf hoste

Parents Anonymous will meet tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. For
more information about the program and place of the meeting call
753-0082.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday

Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108. Free sitter service during the meeting will be provided by Shared Care Adult Day
Care Program, but contact Shared Care at 753-0576 or MCCH
Home Care Services at 762-1537 by today (Monday) at 4 p.m.

New
Tanning
Beds
'3 a visit
or '12.50
for
5 visits
Meet Patricia Baker o Dexter, Ky. She started the HiEnergy Program on Dec 30th as of May 21st she has lost
68-1/2 lbs. & 75-3/4 inches. It has been very exciting for
us to watch Pat's progress & her enthusiasm. We will
update Pat's progress as she gets closer to reaching her
goals. Call today for a free consultation & loin Pat & many
others reach their goals.

Calloway
Boggess
Marci Li'
Kentucky
May 28,
versity

• BBQ • Beans • Potato Salad • Slaw
• Buns & Fixin's

For Memorial Day
* Weekend Now!
Closed Sat., May 29th at 3:30 p.m.
Reopen Tues., June 1 at 10:30 a.m.

TJ's Bar-BarQ
806 Chestnut St - 753-0045
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Rayburn and Freida Pendergrassa

Jessica Edging and Jeremy Buchanan

Anniversary reception
Edging and Buchanan Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday wedding to be June 12 will be held Saturday
Rayburn and Freida Pendergrass will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Fellowship room of
the Coldwater Church of Christ. All relatives and friends are invited
to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
The anniversary reception will be hosted by their daughter, Anita
Gail Wisehart and husband, Larry, of Owensboro, and their grandchildren, Loren Wisehart and wife, Carrie, of Madison. Ala., and Celena Marshall and husband, Andrew, of Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Pendergrass were married June I, 1949, by Bro. N.B.
Hardiman at his home in Mayfield. Their attendants were George and
Helen Stone.
Mrs. Pendergrass, the former Freida Adams, is the daughter of the
late Lon Adams and Effie Morgan Adams. Mr. Pendergrass is the son
of the late Noble Pendergrass and Pearl Elkins Pendergrass.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Pendergrass worked at the Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield, for many years. Mrs. Pendergrass retired from Briggs and
Stratton in 1992 and Mr. Pendergrass retired from Southwest Elementary School in 1988.

Clevie Edging of Paducah and Ms. Pam Edging of Cunningham
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jessica Dawn Edging, to Jeremy Ray Buchanan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Buchanan of Owensboro.
Miss Edging is the granddaughter of Ms. Martha Puckett and the
late Johnny Puckett of Cunningham and of Ms. Jonetta Wiechec and
the late Lawrence Edging of Bardwell.
Mr. Buchanan is the grandson of Ms. Ann Mauzy and the late
Everett Mauzy of Livermore and Ms. Peggy Buchanan and the late
Charles B. Buchanan of Henderson.
The bride-elect is attending Murray State University where she is
also employed.
The groom-elect is studying for a master's degree at Murray State
University and is employed by Murray State Housing.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 12, 1999, at 5 p.m. at New
Hope Baptist Church, Mayfield.
No invitations are being sent. All relatives and friends are invited
to attend the wedding.

Kenlake ladies played golf on
Wednesday at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Blind hole event was won by
Dawn Allen with low putts going
to Evelyn Blivin.
Shot of the day was played by
Marsha Morris when she chipped
one in the cup on number 4 for
a birdie.
Other members taking part in
the events were Indria Allen, Mary
Madajczyk, Daisy Durham, Helen
Hubbs, Hazel Hill, Betty Hunt,
Sue Thetford, Dotty Elliott, Freda
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Calloway County Middle School students Chris Alton, Seth Barrow, Nathan Bazzell, Tyler
Boggess, Brook Deines, Amanda Ferguson, Robbie Hopakins, Michelle Jarvis, Lyndsi Keel,
Marci Little, Brian Tucker, Logan Walker and Courtney Walker have qualified to attend
Kentucky's State Recognition Ceremony at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green,
May 28, as a result of their scores on the ACT test administered through the Duke University Talent Identification Program.

Murray State University Racer
Football Coach Denver Johnson discussed building a
team, recruiting, and plans
for the future at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
Johnson also answered questions from the audience.

!TV-

)ay
CH

Elkins, Norma Stephenson, Gerry
Williams and Helen Moores.
New birdie pin winners were
Marsha Morris on number four
and Dotty Elliott on number four.
The Kenlake ladies reported
they enjoyed their trip to Nashville,
Tenn.. to attend the 1999 Sara
Lee Classic won by Med Mallon.
Tee time for the Kenlake ladies
is 8:30 a.m. each Wednesday at
Kenlake Golf Course.
Anyone interested in joining
this ladies association, call Hazel
Hill at 1-270-354-6535.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.
/
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BONUS BALL #10

Oaks' ladies plan Wednesday events
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have
special events on Wednesday.
Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m. with the
line-up to be made at the tee.
Cynthia Darnall, phone 4139-2774, will be
golf hostess.

Winners of golf play on May 19 have been
announced by Martha Broach, golf hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Shelba Barnett, first.
Sue Stone. second, Della Miller, third
First flight - Rowena Sanders, Shirley Wade,
Linda Pate and Martha Broach, four way tie

for first, Sue Wells, second.
Second flight - Bronda Parker, first, Cynthia Darnall, second, Irene Woods, third.
Nine hole scramble winners - Lib Dalton,
Laura Parker. Mary Alice Garner.
Nine hole play - Grace James, first, Anna
Lou Coleman, second. Kitty Steele, third.

$500
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BONUSIZALL #2 ;

$1,0000?

PLAYS LIKE A BONUS BALL
BUT THE Knights PUT THE MONEY IN
THE POT'
11500
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Play K of C Bingo every Tue
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We Hare PULL TABS•SP0ZOM4LL litogIrts at 0:30 pm

rCards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00

Plays 12
Games

Featuring roghtly specials at $t per card Of S2 tor three Special carry over 7 + ••
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served Kentucky Charitable Gaming License illORG0000514

For
call

I:30
For

Mr. and Mrs. Winford Claiborne of Lakewood Lane, Fayetteville,
Tenn., will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday.
The reception, to be hosted by their children will be held at their
lakeside home
The Claibornes met while students at Murray State College. They
were married May 26, 1949, at the home of the bride's parents in
Graves County by Robert Usrey, brother-in-law of the bride.
Their honor attendants were Billie G. Banks and Paul Hodges.
Mrs. Clairborne, the former Mary Lou Doron, is the daughter of
the late Dr. Dalton Wesley Doron and Ora Holloway Doron.
Mr. Clairborne is the son of the late Marvin and Susie Claiborne.
He has been a minister of the Church of Christ for 56 years. He currently is the minister for West Fayetteville Church of Christ in Fayetteville and the speaker for the International Gospel Hour.
Their two sons are Doron Claiborne and wife, Kathee, of Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Danny Claiborne and wife, Gina, of Murray. Their
three grandchildren are Hannah Claiborne and Mark Claiborne of Murfreesboro and Wesley Claiborne of Murray.
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Mr. and Mrs. Winford Claiborne
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My windshield wipers
keep smearing. How
often should I change
them?

CHEROKEE HILLS
STEAK HOUSE

CARTER SERVICE CO.

ANSWER:

Month Of May Specials

KY HVAC LIC # M03794

Wiper blades should be uniformly smooth and firm.
Replace dried out, cracked, or
split blades. If relatively new
blades are smearing, try cleaning the edges with a heavy-duty
cleaning solution.

Every Wednesday, Thursday & Sunday

PHILLIP & ERCEL CARTER

1111YORIC
Muting and Air Conditioning

Chargrilled Sirloin Dinner For Two .. 419.95

lb find out more
about caring for
your car,
stop by today.

Beef Kabob's With Fresh Vegetables Sizzled
On A Chargrill
$7.99
Italian Meatballs Made From Our Own
Grown Beef Over Linguinne
$7 99

Heating & Air Conditioning • Gas Installation
Sales • Service • Repair
501 North 4th St.

Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-4720

(270) 759-4803

_

CUNNINGHAM
AUTO
REP R
"The oldest
independent repair
shop in Murray"

For Reservations Call

Amk
NApil

AutoCare
mow Center
Wr• instill On Vey NAPA Parts

619 S. 4th St.•753-6881

10% OFH
Fri. & Sat.
Prime Rib Special

502-436-5566 KY
901-232-6006 TN
OPEN AT 4 P.M.
Hwy. 121 South go approx.15
miles to KY/TN line. Follow signs

SPRING

A/C

SERVICING

UNIT REPLACEMENTS

CALL: 759-4720
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CCHS girls narrowly
miss state tournament
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Edged out by Heath for
region tennis runner-up

MARK YOUNG Ledger & Times photo

The Calloway team of Amy Travis (left) and Bethany O'Rourke fell to St. Mary's Lane and
Erikson 6-1, 6-3 in Saturday's First Region tennis tournament at Murray State.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Tennis is a game of inches, and for Calloway
County's girls, it came down to a game of hundredths.
The Lady Lakers finished tied with Heath for
second place in the team standings of the First
Region tournament Sunday, with a trip to the state
tournament at stake.
But with Heath winning more of its games played
during the tournament by 13 hundredths of a percentage point, Calloway's season came to an end.
"Heath won 61 percent of its games while we
MARK YOUNG Ledger & Times photo
won 60; it was the best shot our girls had to go
Callowa
County's
y
Bryan Meurer won the
to state since they beat Lone Oak about 13 years
ago," said CCHS coach Peter O'Rourke. "But over- First Region tennis sportsmanship award.
all our kids played extremely well. I couldn't ask
Meurer won the regional sportsmanship award,
for a better season from both our boys and girls." which is voted on by the coaches.
Calloway's Ann Taylor - the third seed - advanced
"There was a point in the match where Fairhurst
the farthest in the tournament, reaching the semifi- threw his racket, and I told Bryan that he could
nals before falling to second-seed Jaclyn Leeper of win the match because of that, but he said he wantHeath 6-0, 6-1 Saturday.
ed to beat Fairhurst on the court; that's why he
In girls' doubles, the duo of Amy Travis and won the sportsmanship award," O'Rourke said. "That
Bethany O'Rourke lost to St. Mary's Lane and Erik- was probably the best match of Bryan's career.
son 6-1, 6-3.
"Ann played extremely well and overall, (SaturOn the boys' side, Calloway's Bryan Meurer fell day) was a wonderful day for us," he added. "That's
to Tilghman's Drew Fairhurst in a marathon match, what you play the tournament for, to see who is
2-6, 7-5, 6-4 in the fourth round, while Murray's the best. Our kids played great all year."
Rohit Tandon lost to Lone Oak's Pramit Patel 6-2,
7-5 in the same round.
•See Page 9
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Tigers beat Ballard 3-1 in season finale
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LA CENTER, Ky. - The Murray Tigers wrapped up a stellar
regular season Saturday with their
14th straight win, a 3-1 decision.
over Ballard Memorial.
With the victory, Murray (22now prepares for the Fourth

District tournament, where the
Tigers will face Christian Fellowship Tuesday at 5 at Calloway
County. The tournament opens
today at 5 with Calloway meeting Marshall County. The championship game is Thursday at 5.
Murray coach Cary Miller said
the close game was something his

Tournaments begin today
team needed heading into the postseason.
"It was a very well-played game
and it will be good for our kids'
concentration," he said. "We had
to play well or we wouldn't have

won."
On Saturday, Murray took a
1-0 lead in the third inning on
a solo home run by Micah Cathey.
Ballard (10-14) tied the game in
the fifth, but Murray went ahead

for good with two runs in the
seventh. The Tigers loaded the
bases on a walk, fielder's choice
and two singles before the goahead run scored as Ballard committed a fielding error on a Ryan
Seay grounder. Shane Andrus
added a sacrifice fly for the winning run.

Pacers, Spurs post sweeps;
Knicks, Blazers on verge
By JEFF GOODMAN
AP Sports Writer
Break out the brooms. The Indiana Pacers and
San Antonio Spurs both posted sweeps Sunday, while
the New York Knicks moved one step away from
joining them.
The Utah Jazz, on the other hand, are once again
in a familiar position on the verge of elimination.
Indiana took care of Allen Iverson and the Philadelphia 76ers to advance to the Eastern Conference
finals with a 89-86 victory.
San Antonio's Tim Duncan & Co. moved into
the Western Conference finals by making short work
of Shag and the Los Angeles Lakers 118-107.
The Portland Trail Blazers showed that their strong
regular season showing may not have been a fluke
after all by beating Utah 81-75 and taking a 3-1
lead in their best-of-7 series.
New York, behind a strong effort from reserve
center Chris Dudley. defeated the Atlanta Hawks
90-78 to give the Knicks a 3-0 lead in their series.
The Knicks have a chance' to wrap up their series
tonight. while Portland can close out its Series at
Utah on Tuesday.
Spurs 118, Lakers 107
At Los Angeles. Duncan finished with 33 points,
14 rebounds. and four assists to put the Spurs in
the Western Conference finals for just the fifth time
in team history.
Duncan went 11-of-14 from both the field and
foul line as the Spurs. who finished the regular season with 31 wins in their final 16 games. raised

their playoff record to 7-1. Shaquille O'Neal had 36
points and 14 rebounds for the Lakers.
"It's very embarrassing," O'Neal said of being
swept by the Spurs. "Every time I get sent home,
I get embarrassed. I hate saying, 'Well, we played
hard.' No, now it's over."
Pacers 89, 76ers 86
At Philadelphia, the Pacers shook off a 10-minute
field goal drought in the fourth quarter and got
another clutch shot from Reggie Miller down the
stretch to advance to the Eastern Conference finals.
"I've got a veteran team on my hands, with one
thing on their minds," Pacers coach Larry Bird said.
"To win a championship."
Indiana improved to 7-0 in the playoffs and advanced
to the conference finals for the second straight year
and fourth time in six seasons.
Chris Mullin had 16 points, including a 3-pointer with 2:02 left that was the Pacers' first field
goal of the fourth quarter after 13 straight misses
— since 2:12 of the third period.
Trail Blazers 81, Jazz 75
At Portland, Ore., Isaiah Rider scored 24 points
and Rasheed Wallace intercepted an inbounds pass
from Utah's Bryon Russell with 14 seconds left as
the Blazers pushed the Jazz to the brink of elimination.
"We deserve to be beat by this team," Jazz coach
Jerry Sloan said. "They outplayed us the entire way.
File photo
I can live with that. I can't live with the fact that San Antonio's Tim Duncan had 33 points and 14 rebounds
Sunday as the Spurs completed a sweep of the Los AngeSee Page 9
les Lakers, 118-107.

MBA playoffs fun again with no Jordan
What's wrong with the NBA?
Well, nothing really - as far
as I'm concerned anyway.
But that's not what most would
want you to believe.
Sportscasters and the like are
too busy bemoaning the loss of
Michael Jordan and the Chicago
Bulls and griping about low-scoring games than focusing on the
important thing - the playoffs.
This is supposed to be the
league's showcase event, but most
NBA broadcasters are trying to
turn it into a wake for Jordan and
their beloved Bulls.
Case in point: During Game 4
of the Spurs-Lakers series yesterday, NBC's Bob Costas referred

to the Lakers as "not having a
go-to guy like Michael Jordan."
Those type of statements have
become commonplace in the postJordan era.
Who's going to fill his shoes?
Who's going to be the next wizard in sneakers that dominates the
game like no other?
My answer is ... Who cares!
Why does there have to be another Jordan?
And what's wrong with way
that this NBA season has played
out anyway? Is suspense not exciting anymore?
I'm actually halfway interested
in the playoffs this year - just
for the simple fact that there is

SCOTT
NANNEY

STAFF
WRITER
no dominant team in the playoffs.
What's fun about watching one
player and one team dominate the
game every year?
The more unpredictable these
playoffs are, the better they will

be.
You want excitement?
Watch the eighth-seeded Knicks
knock off the top-seeded and heavily-favored Heat in the opening
round. Now that was a good series.
Want more?
Just watch the favored Utah
Jazz almost get upset by upstart
Sacramento.
My point is, these playoffs have
actually been halfway entertaining
- much better than the snooze
sessions the NBA has produced
in recent years.
Oh, and let's talk about the
scoring for a minute.
The NBA and television executives would like to see every

game end with both teams scoring well into the century mark.
But that just isn't happening.
My feeling again is ... Who
cares?
As long as the games are competitive and there is some excitement, why does it matter if the
game ends 72-70 or 120-113?
The NCAA Tournament is perhaps the most popular sporting
event in the country. but you don't
see any of those teams scoring in
triple digits.
While I'm on my soapbox. I
must address one more issue.
Now that the Bulls are gone.
MI See Page 9

Andrus then came on in the
seventh inning to pitch in relief,
picking up the save.
Murray out-hit Ballard 6-2.
Cathey was 2-for-3 as was Marty
Hodge.
Justin Maynard was the winning pitcher. Murray was errorless in the field.

Wrestler
Owen Hart
killed in
accident
By KIA SHANT'E BREAUX
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
The World Wrestling Federation
is investigating a deadly accident
involving one of its own, a 33year-old scion of a Canadian
wrestling family who plunged 50
feet into the ring.
Owen Hart, who wrestled under
the nickname "Blue Blazer," fell
Sunday night as he was being
lowered from the ceiling during
a sold-out WWF event at Kernper Arena. The event was on payper-view national television, but the
fall was not shown.
Hart was given CPR inside the
ring as the announcer haltingly
told the audience that the incident was not scripted. The wrestler
was pronounced dead at a hospital.
"We at the WWF are saddened
by the tragic accident that occurred
here tonight," WWF president
Vince McMahon Jr. said. "We
have no answers as to how this
happened yet. We will shortly."
Some witnesses said the cable
snapped, while others said it
appeared Hart was somehow disconnected from it. They said his
head snapped backward when he
hit a turnbuckle, one of the padded
pieces of metal that hold the ropes
together in each corner of the
ring.
"We thought it was a doll at
first," said I5-year-old Robert
McCome. "We thought they were
just playing with us. We were
really shocked when we found out
that it was no joke."
Hart, the younger brother of
Bret (The Hitman) Hart. a star
with rival World Championship
Wrestling, fell as his match introduction was about to begin.
"He was moving pretty fast (as
he fell)," said Jesse McDonald, who
was sitting near the ring.
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Brawl interrupts
Cards-Dodgers

SPORTS BRIEFS
CCHS boys' soccer meeting Thursday
All Calloway County High School or junior high school boys interested in
playing either varsity or Junior varsity soccer during the 1999 season are
urged to attend a planning meeting Thursday night at 6 in the high school
cafeteria
The meeting is for all boys in grades 7-12 Parents are urged to attend
also
Anyone who needs more information may call coach Mark Kennedy at
753-8562 in the late evening

LOS ANGELES (AP) — After
scoring 25 runs during a threegame weekend series at Dodger
Stadium, Shawon Dunston delivered a telling hit for the St. Louis
Cardinals on Sunday.
Edgar Renteria hit three runscoring singles. pinch-hitter Thomas Howard had a three-run homer
and the Cardinals beat Los Angeles
in a game interrupted by a benchclearing brawl.
The fight broke out in the ninth
inning after Los Angeles rookie Jamie Arnold — who gave up Mark
McGwire's homer out of Dodger
Stadium on Saturday — hit Dunston in the back with a fastball.
Dunston, the third Cardinals
player to be hit in the game and the
second in the ninth inning, rushed
the mound and tackled Arnold before they were engulfed by players
from the dugouts and bullpens.
"Every time we got hit, everybody just got more upset and it
made us better hitters," manager

CCHS to offer. tennis camps in July
Calloway County High School will offer tennis camps again this summer
The camp for students in grades 1-6 will be July 5-9, and the camp for
students in grades 7-12 will be July 12-19 The times will be from 8:30 to
11 30 a.m. each day The cost is $50.
Adult camps will be July 5, 6 and 8 from 5 30 to 8 p.m The cost is
$40
Anyone interested in any of the camps should sign up by June 26. For
more information, call Sue Outland at 753-8682 or the Calloway County
Board of Education at 762-7300.

8 AND UNDER SOFTBALL
On May 21, Name Brand Shoes played Americar Rentals. For NBS,
Allison Crawford. Kaeli King, Kara Taylor, Sarah Crouch, Tabitha Hale and
Jessica Lee all had hits while Kaycee Motley homered. For Americar, MorFerganne Sanders, Kelsey Harrison, Haley Wright, Amanda Gibson, Emma
chison and Allison Jones had hits. Tiffany Fike had two home runs while
Haley Edwards also homered.

IIICCHS...
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Lone Oak won both the boys'
and girls' team championships while
Tilghman was second in boys. St.
Mary, Graves County and Murray
finished in a three-way tie for
third on the boys' side with six
points while Calloway wound up
with five. In girls' competition,
Murray had two points.
Lone Oak's Ben Thompson and
Sarah Suitor each won their fourth
straight singles titles. Thompson
downed teammate Patel 6-1, 6-1
in the final while Suitor topped
Leeper 6-1, 7-6.
In doubles, the Tilghman team
of Adam Crawford and Rob Gould
defeated Lone Oak's Ben Brazzell
and Carl Walter 6-2, 7-5 for the
championship. On the girls' side.
Emily Lichtenberg and Casie Skaggs beat Jennifer Hayden and Amanda Beckman 6-7, 6-1, 6-2 in an
all-Lone Oak final.

winerror-

TOD.XY
BASEBALL
4th District Tournament
Calloway vs. Marshall
CCHS field - 5
SOFTBALL
4th District Tournament
•Calloway vs. Murray
Draffenville - 4:30
•Marshall vs. CC-MHS winner
After first game

By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
Derek Jeter has seen the benches
clear after a batter was drilled by a
pitch. But a bench-clearing balk?
That's just what happened after
Bill Simas balked Jeter in with the
tying run in the ninth inning, and
the New York Yankees went on to
beat the Chicago White Sox 8-7 on
Chad Curtis' solo homer in the 10th
inning.
"I was confused," Jeter said.
"He was yelling at me and I have
no idea why."
Simas came apart at the seams
as Jeter trotted home from third,
capping New York's four-run ninth
and tying the game at 7.

TUESDAY
BASEBALL
4th District Tournament
Murray vs. CFS
CCHS field - 5
THURSDAY
BASEBALL
4th District Finals
First round winners
CCHS field - 5
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II1Pacers, Spurs...
From Page 8
(we) aren't going to compete. I
thought they had all the energy
to do what was necessary."
However, Utah has been in a
similar position before. The Jazz
were down 2-1 in its first-round
series with Sacramento before rallying to win the final two games
and advancing. Utah also won the
final two games last season in its
series against Houston.
Knicks 90, Hawks 78
At New York, Dudley had 14
points and 12 rebounds in one of
his best games in a Knicks uniform, while Latrell Sprewell and
Allan Houston added 17 points
apiece and Marcus Camby contributed 15.
The Knicks committed a season-low eight turnovers, held the
Hawks to 11 points in the third
quarter and coasted through the
fourth to move within one victory of their first conference finals
appearance since 1994.
After denying published reports
before the game that he contacted Phil Jackson about coaching
the team, Knicks president Dave
Checketts changed his story -during the second half and admitted
contacting the former Bulls coach.
"While I've never met or spoken to Phil and or (his agent)

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

Todd Musburger, through an intermediary we did talk to Phil among
other people at one point ... to
see if there was any interest,"
a
through
said
Checketts
spokesman. "There was (interest).
and we left it that and said we'll
see you at the end of the season."
Knicks center Patrick Ewing said
he would ask to be traded if Jackson was hired as New York's
coach.

the NBA and the national media
have tried hard to force another
"glamour" team down our throats.
Yes, I'm talking about the Lakers.
All season, TV and the NBA
have worked to shove Kobe Bryant
and Shaquille O'Neal into the spotlight.
Their hope was that the Lakers would become America's team.
But - much to my joy - we
all watched as Shag and the boys
were swept by San Antonio.
The NBA is "Fantastic" again
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Age"

St., Suite G •(Next to ca.'s)•(502) 759-5151
National League
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
17 605
26
Atlanta
5681 1/2
19
25
New York
20 5243 1/2
22
Philadelphia
317 12
13
28
Montreal
29513 1/2
31
13
Florida
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
16 ,619
26
Houston
18 5612 1/2
23
Chicago
3
548
19
23
St Louis
4
525
19
21
Cincinnati
22 4885 1/2
21
Pittsburgh
6
22 476
20
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
19 568
25
San Francisco
5331 12
21
24
Arizona
5122 12
21
22
Los Angeles
5
22 450
18
Colorado
7
25 405
17
San Diego

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
17 605
26
Boston
18 .5711 1/2
24
New York
22 5004 112
22
Tampa Bay
25 4576 1/2
21
Toronto
27 372 10
16
Baltimore
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
12 ,714 30
Cleveland
8
20 .524
22
Kansas City
19
21 .475 10
Chicago
24 .44211 1/2
19
Detroit
27 .37214 1/2
16
Minnesota
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
20 535
23
Texas
2
22 488
21
Seattle
23 4772 1/2
21
Anaheim
23 4772 1.2
21
Oakland

Sunday's Games

Sunday's Games

Chicago 5. Atlanta 1
Milwaukee 13, Montreal 4
New York 5, Philadelphia 4
Colorado 7, Arizona 6
Pittsburgh 6, Florida 5
Houston 4, San Francisco 1
Cincinnati 6. San Diego 2
St Louis 8, Los Angeles 3

Boston 10, Toronto 8
Cleveland 7. Detroit 4
Anaheim 4, Tampa Bay 0, 10 innings
Minnesota 8, Oakland 3
Kansas City 5, Seattle 4
New York 8, Chicago 7. 10 innings
Baltimore 15, Texas 6

Monday's Games

He angrily went to the plate and
began pointing and screaming at
Jeter before both benches emptied.
Order was restored quickly.
Even though Simas was told by
third base umpire Tim Welke that
he was the one who first called
balk, the White Sox reliever wasn't
convinced.
"I know one of those guys (third
base coach Willie Randolph or leSimas said, exter) yelled
plaining that the false calls made
him flinch and prompted the real
balk call.
"They got mc, but that's not the
way the game is supposed to be
played. If that's the way they want
to play the game, then down the
road we'll meet again," Simas said.
In other games it was Cleveland
7, Detroit 4; Boston 10, Toronto 8;
Anaheim 4, Tampa Bay 0; Kansas
City 5. Seattle 4; Minnesota 8,
Oakland 3; and Baltimore 15, Seattle 6.

DEAR

Davtd Ramey

"Ask Me About Life Insurance"

Monday's Games

Texas (Clark 2-3) at Tampa Bay, (Arrojo
2-4) 6:05 p m
Chicago (Baldwin 2-4) at Cleveland
(Gooden 2-01, 6-05 p.m
Toronto (Wells 4-4) at Detroit (Moehler 43), 605 pm
Boston (Rose 1-01 at New York (lrabu 12), 635 p.m.
Seattle (Fassero 2-5) at Minnesota
(Perkins 0-3). 705 p m
Only games scheduled

Montreal (Batista 3-1) at Philadelphia
(Bennett 1-1), 6:05 p.m.
New York (Isonghausen 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(Cordova 0-2), 6-05 p.m.
Florida (Sanchez 1-4) at Chicago (Lieber
4-1), 705 p.m.
Atlanta (Glavine 3-4) at Milwaukee
(Woodard 3-4), 7.05 p m.
Colorado (Bohanon 6-1) at Houston
(Reynolds 6-3), 705 p.m.
San Diego (Ashby 5-2) at Arizona
(An.Benes 2-5). 9:05 p.m.

Tuesday's Games
Texas (Glynn 0-0) at Tampa Bay (Witt 31), 6105 p.m.
Chicago (Parque 5-3) at Cleveland (Nagy
4-3), 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Halladay 3-2) at Detroit Mick'
1-4), 6:05 p.m
Boston (Portugal 3-2) at New York (Hernandez 4-4), 6:35 p.m
Seattle (Halama 2-2) at Minnesota (Rath

Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Montreal (Herrhanson 3-4) at Philadelphia
(Ogee 2-3), 6:05 p.m.
New York (Yoshi 4-3) at Pittsburgh (Benson 3-2), 605 p.m.
Los Angeles (K Brown 5-2) at Cincinnati
(Parris 2-0), 605 p.m.
Florida (Meadows 3-4) at Chicago (Trachsel 2-41, 7:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Maddux 4-3) at Milwaukee
(Abbott 0-5), 7:05 p.m

0-0), 705 p.m
Baltimore (Erickson 1-5) at Anaheim (Ohvares 4-3), 9:05 p.m.

Kansas City (Oquist 4-3) at Oakland
(Rosado 3-2), 905 p.m.

Colorado (Kile 3-3) at Houston (Hampton
5-1). 7,05 p.m.
San Francisco (Brock 4-31 at St. Louis
(Jimenez 2-4), 7:10 p.m.

San Diego (Hitchcock 3-3) at Arizona
(Johnson 4-2), 9:05 p.m.
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MONTHLY PAYMENT
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$10000
$106.64

$50,000
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Tony La Russa said. "So they
really did us a favor in a crazy way
because we took tougher at-bats."
Dunston was the only person
ejected.
"I didn't expect him to come out
there, but he apparently thought I
did it on purpose," Arnold said. "I
don't go out there thinking that
every time I make a mistake and hit
a guy that he's going to charge the
mound."
Dunston said the fact that he
was the third St. Louis player to be
hit had nothing to do with his decision to go after Arnold.
"That was not on my mind," he
said. "I have to take care of Shawon Dunston. I can't worry about
nobody else. He did what he had to
do and I did what I had to do. I play
the game right, I play the game
hard and I don't show anybody up.
So don't show me up."
McG wire, who was replaced by
a pinch-runner in the sixth, did not
participate in the brawl.

in the
relief,
6-2.
Marty

SCOREBOARD

Yanks use bench-clearing
balk to beat White Sox

SCHEDULE
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EVERY YEAR WITH AMERICA'S sin
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LET US
YOU BEHIND
111E MEM OF A QUALITY
USED CAR OR TRUCK
1998 Toyota
Sienna Van - St. #992731 Local one owner, fully equipped

23,895

1998 Chev. Z71 -St #993641. Local one owner, only 9,000 miles

$21,995

1998 Jeep Wrangler Sport - St. #992441. Local one owner, only 14,000 miles

$17,995

1998 Ford Ranger XLT Pickup - St. #99296.1. Dark green, PS/PB,NC,32,000 miles

$91995

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St #99002.1. V-8, LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles
$26,350
1997 Jeep Gr. Cherokee TSi 4WD - St. #99368.1. Black, leather, V-8, P/S, PAN, P/L $20,786
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT 4x4 Pickup - St. #99193.1. Green/tan, V-8, PAN, P/L, tilt &
cruise, 38,000 miles
$201486
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #503. 4 door, green, auto., NC
, $81572
1997 Ford Taurus LX - St. #99138.1. V-6, auto., burgandy, PAN, P/L, NC,44,000 miles

$10,995

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. Maroon, 3.5 L., V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
Reduced $101986
1997 Nissan 200SX - St. #992631. Local, one owner, only 28,500 miles

$14,385

1997 Toyota Tacoma Ext. Cab Pickup - St. #991501. Local trade. Only 55,000 miles $131485
1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power
$13,785
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise

$11,995

1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, NC, white, PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.... Reduced $9,988
1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99329.1. V-6, NC, P/W, PI, tilt & cruise, green, 44,000 miles $10,276
1996 Chrysler Town & Country LXI Van - St. #99322.1. Green, all power, leather

$15,792

1996 Toyota 1100 - St. #990473. 4 wheel drive, NC

$13,985

Reduced

1996 Toyota RAV4 - St. #992351. Local one owner, very nice

$12,995

1996 Olds Bravada - St. #99338.1. Leather, all power, 59,000 miles

$17,995

1996 Hyundai Accent - St. #99324.1. 2 door, silver, A/C, 37,000 miles

The Calloway County Board of
Education will participate in the
federally funded Summer Food Service Program for children below
the age of 19.
All children are invited to participate and each will be served
the same meal at no charge regardless of race, color, national origin, sex, age or handicap.
The following site will be open
for food service to all children
between the ages of 2 and 19
years of age:
Calloway County Middle School
2108 College Farm Road Murray,
KY 42071
Dates: June 7 - June 25, 1999
Breakfast served - 7:30-8:30 a.m.
As a part of National Nursing Home Week activities at MurLunch served - 11:30 a.m. - 1
ray-Calloway County Hospital, the Long Term Care Unit cel- p.m.
Persons who believe they have
ebrated with a picnic and balloon lift May 14. Residents,
been
discriminated against in the
family and staff were invited to join in the festivities all
Summer
Food Service Program
week. This year's theme was "A Celebration of Life."
should write the Secretary of Agriculture. Washington, D. C. 20250
For more information, call Janice McCuiston, food service director, at 762-7400.

LBL Advisory Committee
to hold first meeting

Reduced

1996 Ford Ranger - St. #991091. Local trade, V-6, auto., only 31,500 miles

The I7-member committee was
formed to provide input and advice
to TVA on management strategies
for Land Between The Lakes, a
170,000-acre National Recreation
Murray-Calloway County HosArea located in Kentucky and Tenpital's Shared Care adult day pronessee.
Much of the first meeting of gram has planned a special prom
the LBLAC will be dedicated to time for senior adults in conjuncorienting committee members to tion with the Murray-Calloway
their new duties and responsibili- County Senior Citizens Center May
ties. The agenda includes discus- 27, from 1 to 3 p.m.
The event will be at the Senior
sion of the Federal Advisory ComCitizens
Center inside Weaks Committee Guidelines, the bylaws and
munity
Center
at 607 Poplar St.
charter of the committee and LBL.
Nostalgic music will be featured
The meeting will begin at 8:30 along with a live
DJ., dancing and
am. in Meeting Room A and is refreshments.
scheduled to end at 3:30 p.m. The
Seniors are encouraged to come
meeting is open to the public, but out in their best prom
attire and
because of the time needed to dis- have an afternoon of fun. A prom
cuss items on the agenda, there queen and king will be selected,
will not be an opportunity for and Oakwood Studios will be availstatements from the public at this able to take photos of individumeeting. Future meetings will pro- als, couples or groups.
vide opportunities for oral comFor more information, contact
ment.
Shared Care at 753-0576 or the
Written comments may be Senior Citizens Center at 753mailed to Ann W. Wright, Gener- 0929
al Manger and Advisory Committee DFO, Land Between The Lakes,
100 Van Morgan Drive, Golden
SUBSCRIBE
Pond, KY 42211.

If Your Home
Is Mobile, You
Need An
Insurance Agent
With A
Solid Foundation.

GE

O
lan
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

302
Tony Boyd

$91985
$8,985

1995 Dodge 1500 SWB Pickup SLT - St. #99364.2. Green, V-8, PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
$9,987
1995 Chev. S10 Blazer LT 4 WD - St. #99012.1. 4 door, V-6, leather, all power, 67,000 miles
$14,995
1995 Olds Cutlass - St. #991101. 4 door, local trade, excellent condition
$71985
1995 Nissan XE - St. #99151.2. PL, PS, PB, NC, white, 43,000 miles

Shared Care
to offer prom

The Land Between The Lakes
Advisory Committee will hold its
first meeting June 2 at the Kenlake State Resort Park in Golden
Pond.

$5,995

1996 Chrysler Sebring LXI - St. #502.1. White, V-6, auto., A/C, PAN, P/L, sunroof, leather $111486
1996 Chev. S-10 Pickup - St. #985521. Local, one owner, 47,800 miles
$11,385
1996 Olds Cutlass - St. #991405. 4 door, local, one owner, extra nice

School board
to participate
in program

PRIMESTAR CUSTOMERS
Wood Electronics has been authorized to give you a:

FREE DISH Network Satellite($149 value!)
FREE Basic Professional Installation($99 value)
FREE Programming for SIX months!(America's Top
40 package valued at $19.99 per month, after full payment of your first bill.)

$51986

1995 Isuzu Rodeo 4W0- St. #99008.1.4 door, teal, V-6, auto.., A/C, PW PL, cassette
1995 Ford Ranger XLT - St. #99279.1. Pickup, NC,PS/PB, green

$14,886
$21,896

Just give us your PRIMESTRR bill!

$7,285

1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full power, nice
Reduced $9,795
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001 Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles, excellent
Sale Price $10,495

1994 Nissan XE Pickup - St. #99151.2. White, 43,000 miles, NC

$5,995

1994 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - St. #992731. Local one owner

$13,995

1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #481. V-6. PAN, Pt, tilt & cruise, cassette

S7,632

1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - St. 499196. Local trade, full power, extra sharp

511,985

1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup - St. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto. PAN, Pit., tilt &
cruise
$8,986
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
("Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

Pit-PP/leY P'P'/Dit--/ecc
Dodge
&Am Trans

Dodge

•

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

.
i.,
,,,,•‘ttai 1/
1.. SAVE EVERY YEAR WITH AMERICAS BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE!

/400"14P1L
1

$19.99 PER MONTH
Discovery Channel, The Learning Channel, Travel Channel, TBS, VH1, Scl-Fl, Home and Garden,
ESPN, ESPN2, ESPNEWS, MTV, Lifetime, Cartoon Network, USA Network, TV Land, Comedy Central,

condition.
Was $12,495 00

2420 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
1:C=7
(901)642-3900 ra,TOYOTA
CHEVROLET
1-800-325-3229
Ce.j..) Oldsmobile

C-2.2
afAT..q.C.
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Requires a 1-year programming commitment

1995 Honda Civic - St. #5270. One owner, great gas mileage
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$5,986

1995 Chevrolet Suburban LT 4x4 - St. #99313.1. Green, V-8, auto., leather
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CNN Headline News, CNN, Court TV, A&E, EWTN, America's Voice, C-Span, C-Spon2, CMT, TBN,
E!, Fox Famity, Angel One, Food Network, QVC, Home Shopping Network, TNN, CNBC, TNT, The
History Channel, The Weather Channel, and 2 great seMces of The Disney Channel,
Nick at Nile, and Nickelodeon.

You'll Enjoy: No more lease payments-YOU OWN IT!

sh,

Improved Programming Values
Over 300 crystal-clear, digital channels available
Smaller, 18" dish antenna

NETWORK

On-screen Interactive Program Guide
Pay-Per-View movies starting at only $2.99/each

Mort Channels-Mon Chokes."

WOOD ELECTRONICS,INC.
1678 Spring Road
Almo, Ky. 42020
(502)753-0530
www.woodsatellite.com
Please call for your appointment today! We will be glad to answer any questions.
And if you are not on Primestar, call us about other great offers!
Offer limited to PRIMESTAR subscribers producing their billing statement of original canceled check payable to PRIMESTAR dated January I. 1999 or late,. and who sign the DISH
Network Upgrade Agreement Only one free system per household and per PRIMESTAR account PRIMESTAR account holder and address must match new DISH Network account
holder and address Customers may reCCIVe a free 2710 system w hen they agree to sub,cohe for one year to Amenca's Top 40 programming wimp Fee satellite TV system subject
to change based on as ailability This offer not sahd wilt, any other offer, A cancellation fee of up to $26894 may be charged to your accouni for early tefill11,11/011 of the service con
tract Hardware And Insiallaoon taxes may apply CUSIOIller Is responsible for applicable taxes on free programming Customer may upgrade to Amenca's Top 100CD. paying the $9
per month plus can difference dunng the six months of free programming See DISH Network Upgrade Agreenwrn for complete details DISH Network Upgrade Agreement must be
signed between May I arid July II. 1999 All prices package, and programming subject to change wrthout notice Local and sine tales taxes may apply Programming is available for
single-lentils dwellings located in the continental United sLates All DISH Network programming, and any other services that are provided. are subject to the terms and condttions of
the Residential C1040Ter Agreement, which is available upon request Fret programming offer limited to Arnenca's Top 40 Customer must pay Best bill for two months of Arnenca's
Top dot,, recetve subsequent six month,of Americas Top 40 free A dual outpsi LNBF rs necessary to use more than one recelver at the same time, and may need to he purchased Ncp
arately Arldtion receiver, must he eetrvated in conjunction with a peonary reCtIVer, and are subiect to a $4 99 per month programming fee per receiver All receivers must be connected
to a phone line To recent over 100 senores more than one dish antenna is required Basic Professional Installation includes installation of NV ill dish antenna. hook woof one mei,.
er to one TV and equipment testing Other installation rt.111/11.06,apply All sersKt Tarts and tracienurk, belong to their respective owners
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Great Savings on
1999's at Peppers

Farm
MI1111111111.11111MEWWW,.
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Diseases, weeds,insects pose potential problems
Diseases, weeds and insects are
major problems if left unattended
in all types of agriculture production
and landscapes.
A few things to remember when
dealing with these issues will be
discussed at this point in the growing season.
Proper identification of diseases,
weeds and insects is very important for people to remember. If
homeowners or producers have
specific problems and don't realize the most effective way to deal
with the problem, successful elimination of the situation is less
probable.
For example. a homeowner sees
a problem with a landscape plant
and is unfamiliar with the condition, proper identification with
proper treatments should be
acquired before treating the situation.
Diseases of plants in this area
are very prevalent through a particular growing season. Climates

AGRICULTURIE l PDATE

,

GERALD CLAYWELL

-- .--,.....

UK Cooperative Extension Agent
here allow for ample growth of
fungi, bacteria and other organisms that cause disease.
Producers and gardeners should
recognize these situations and properly identify the disease before treatments are made.
Treating areas of disease infection without proper identification
can lead to applications of chemicals unnecessarily.
Also, the condition being treated may be dealt with from a cultural or biological approach and
no chemical needlessly applied.
Applying the wrong pesticide could
lead to resistance problems as well.
Insects should also be identi-

-4±4
tied properly. Many times insects
can be killed or damaged in a situation of spraying that were not
the problem to start with. Beneficial insects can be destroyed with
this approach.
Beneficial insects may be very
helpful to eliminate destroying
insects. For example. the notorious lady beetles are beneficial
insects which feed,on aphids. Populations of insects also merit attention when present on plants.
Economic thresholds are given
on many insects in field situations. Insects that are populated
to the point of getting economic
return from destroying the pest by

Producers find new way to sell beef
Beef generates more sales than nating, steaks for sautéing, beef
any other product in the fresh for stewing and beef for stir-frymeat case. But consumers are still ing.
confused by many of today's beef
Color-coded signs and rail strips
products.
separate the eight categories, makIn fact, research has found that ing them easier for consumers to
32 percent of shoppers frequently find. In addition, on-pack labels prohave trouble locating a certain beef vide simple cooking instructions
item. If they are unable to find so consumers can see how to prewhat they want, 12 percent of pare any given fresh beef item.
"Beef in Minutes" signage also
those shoppers won't buy any meat
helps designate a section for conat all.
venient beef items, such as beef
Calloway County beef produc- kabobs, pre-marinated products,
and
ers plan to increase beef sales and microwaveable beef entrees.
reduce meat case confusion with
In the more than 60 stores
a revolutionary program that makes where the "Beef Made Easy" profresh beef easier to shop for and gram has been implemented. there
prepare.
has already been a change in the
Developed after four years of way consumers shop for beef.
consumer research, the checkofffunded "Beef Made Easy" program reorganizes the fresh beef
section by cooking method.

Let

"This is more in-line with how
consumers think about meal preparation," said Beth Ratliff, director
of promotion & consumer affairs
of the Kentucky Beef Council.
"Lack of cooking knowledge prevents many consumers from buying a broader range of beef products."
The program addresses these
issues by grouping beef products
into eight cooking method categories: oven roasts, pot roasts,
steaks for braising, steaks for
grilling/broiling, steaks for man-

The basic concept of the
WKBIA is to assist farmers in improving and marketing of their cattle. This will be done through on
farm instruction and assistance in
preparation and marketing.
This on farm assistance will
come from the Murray State University Agriculture Department,
and the Young and Adult Farmer
Programs in west Kentucky, who
are participating in organizing and
implementing the program.
There are other objectives which
will be described Thursday.
Most producers should recognize the potential benefit that such
an alliance would offer.
Interested persons are invited
and encouraged to attend and discuss these benefits with other area
producers.

St #99236 -NC,AM/FM cassette, alum. wheels,
much more

'1 4999*

36 mo. closed-end lease, payment plus tax. 12,000 mile per year, $528.29 at
lease signing, includes first month's payment, security deposit, license plates.
$750 factory rebate incuded in calculation, w/approved credit

Gardeners need to be very careful about what they put on the
ground. Snail and slug baits can be
particularly toxic. Read your labels
and use directions when putting
these poisons out.
11%
10

1999 Chev. Tracker Convertible
St. #99379 A/C, cassette, much more
$1 9964* Per Mo.
Plus Tax
36 mo. closed-end lease, 12,000 mile per year, payment plus tax, $1,646.02
at lease signing, includes first month's payment, security deposit, $1,000
down payment, license plates, w/approved credit

t.

•
i%14t.31'

1999 Silverado Pickup

Infected tooth root problems can
manifest themselves as problems
around the eyes. This can present as
bulging eye and pain associated with
opening the mouth or swelling with
an open sore under the eye.

Westside
Veterinary
Service

Bel-Air Center • 753-4751
Call Bob Billington, CPCU
Robert Billington, Jr.
Jason Billington & John Nix Purdom

'

t
.goglIglffq11
I NM-

St. #99341 Reg. cab, auto., A/C, much more

$24744

• Per Mo.
Plus Tax

•36 mo. closed-end lease, payment plus tax, 12,000 mile per year, $1,628.135
at lease signing. Includes: $1,000 down payment, first month's payment,
security deposit, license plates, w/approved credit.

MI6

iterk,
41M

1999 Chev. Lumina 4 Dr.
St. #99270 P.W., P. locks, tilt/cruise, much more.

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at:

The Murray
Insurance Agency

Per Mo.
Plus Tax

by Dr. Bob Salley

Increased shedding with poor hair
regrowth — especially on the body
but sparing the head and legs — is
indicative of a hormonal disturbance
such as low thyroid level. A complete
exam and blood tests are required to
determine the problem.
*
1

Call Us Today!

AtriBasizeu

1999 S-10 LS Pickup

.
S.I

Hail can ruin a good crop and destroy a good year.
With hail insurance from Fireman's Fund Agribusiness,
you can rest easy. We take the risk, you get peace of mind.

Fireman's
Fund'

PET
TALK

Up to 45 days after a dog's heat
is a prime time for an infection in the
uterus called pyometra. Pyometra is
a dangerous condition that causes
fever, increased water consumption,
and weakness. It is sometimes
accompanied by a discharge from
the vulva, but not always. Any
change in your female dog within 45
days of her heat should be checked
out by your veterinarian.
*
1

We've Got You Covered.

WKBIA sets
first meeting
The West Kentucky Beef Improvement Alliance (WKBIA) is a
new organization that all interested
beef producers are invited to join
and participate in.
This organization will hola its
first producer meeting Thursday.
May 27 at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
State University Exposition Center.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture has recently announced
funding in the amount of $21,000
through its Value-Added Grants
Program, originated by Commissioner Billy Ray Smith.
The funds will be used to purchase portable working facilities
that will be available to all beef
producers to obtain and work their
cattle.

One store saw a 4.1 percent
increase in beef pounds moved
during the first month of use, compared to the Same month one year
before. Another showed a 7.9 percent increase in beef pounds sold.
Meat managers noticed an
increase in sale of beef cuts that
had not been strong sellers before.
"They also noticed a decrease
in the number of consumer questions, especially about roasts,"
added Ratliff. "The program helped
customers make faster purchase
decisions, which is critical given
today's time-pressed lifestyles.
Ratliff believes the "Beef Made
Easy" approach will have a positive impact for consumers and
beef producers alike.

application of control would be
the economic threshold. In some
situations, the pest level is below
this point and an application would
be unnecessary.
Insects can also develop resistance to pesticides when applied
improperly or not according to
label_ directions.
Weed pressures in lawns, landscapes and fields are quite common. Control of weeds is a must
in order to produce the desired crops
or plants.
Mechanically removing weeds
is an option in some instances.
Herbicides also play an important
role in elimination.
Again, proper identification of
weeds and their response to the
proper herbicide or control method
is key.
The Calloway County Extension Office is available for proper identification of diseases, insects
and weeds and has laboratory services to support these efforts.
Disease, weeds, and insects can
and will be a problem over the
growing season in 1999. If we
can help, give us a call at 7531452.

t,

tibrAir

24999

• Per Mo.
Plus Tax

*36 mo closed-end lease, payment plus tax, 12.000 mile per year, $1,749.49
at least signing Includes $1,000 down, first month's payment, license plates.
w/approved credit

1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749
ask

SPRING
INTO

SAVINGS

YTH ISO Yard Tractor
• IS hp Kohler Command OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit $
included.

999,5

Twin Bagger*

SPECIAL

•

LTH 130
Lawn Tractor $179995
• 13 hp Kohler OHV engine

1999 Olds Alero 2 Dr.
St. #99322 Auto., NC, cassette, much more.

With the purchase of a YTH150,
• Hydrostatic transmission
LTH130 orYTH145.
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit included.

$24999

Per Mo.
Plus Tax

•36 mo closed-end lease, payment plus tax. 12,000 miles per year, $689 49 at
least signing Includes first months payment security deposit, license plates
w/approved credit

"Whatever it takes. we

•141-lift blades
not included

Husqvarna

cflown
*0.,.,...., www.husqvarna.com

[

*prices, products, promotions, offers and financing miry vary by dealer e I

HFG

Tough Name.Tough Equipment'

Murray Home er Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-2571

want to be your car & truck company -

PtP/49t;ef
A=C:7
CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229 ID TOYOTA
Oldsmobile

All prices do not include tax, title and license.
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

R VIT:S

753-1916

Di.p1.1%il
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 A43 MILO Rim Wiiht6 6 Du. Pe

Ad Deadlines
Pu bl s h

•.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Time

Line Ada 56 00 nunonum I u day na per word per day for each additlanai consecutive day
52(S)cure for S
iTues Classifieds
into Shoppin Guide) S2 00 ems for blind bon ads

Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m

Thurs. 3 p.m

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the

first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

060

Lost owl Found

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local claim service-

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177.
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse. 753-0700.
THEIR Here! Color photographs of Hawaii by Joe
West, Jr. They are available at the Frame Village,
106 South 5th St. We've
just received several new
photographs.

TIRED of Driving in Mud?
Let A&K chip and seal
your driveway, 1/2 price of
paving. Also parking lots &
subdivisions. Call ts)day for
Early Bird Special. 7531308 or 436-2619.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
753-1001

WANT ADS
WORK

LOST: 3yr Old Golden Retriever. Near New Providence Road. 753-3848.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ORDER FORM

Mailing Address

Auto Information

Year

Make
Make

Great job opportunities. Full & part time
day or night. Only
neat
&
clean,
dependable,
hard
working people need
to apply. Start @
$6.00/hr. or more,
based on experience.
Apply Murray,
Mayfield or
Paducah Locations
After 2 p.m.

Plate No.
Plate No.

Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty
June I.

Dial-A-Service

CASE Manager needed
for community based resiAVON
dential program for menWant to learn how to be
tally retarded/ developsuccessful in your own
mentally
disabled adults.
business'? Or do you need
Responsibilities include
some Avon? Call me
coordinating the full range
1488469-6820.
of services necessary to
BABYSITTER
needed, meet the needs of
clients.
Mon- Fri, 7-5, references
This is a full time position
753-0980 after 5pm
with excellent starting salary and benefits (401k,
COOK WANTED
Must be experienced, neat
medical, dental, life, short
& dependable. Good pay,
and long term disability inpleasant working condisurance, paid training, holtion. Apply at Feedmill
idays annual, and sick
Restaurant, Farmington,
leave). Contact Heidi PelKY.
ler, Personnel Director,
COOKS, Waiters wanted Community Alternatives of
at Hardin Southern Rail- Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Highway, Symsonia, Ky
road Diner (Immediately!).
42082. (270)527-2255.
Full Time. 437-4555.
E0E/M/F/DN
DENTAL Assistant needed. No experience necessary. Send resume to: DUMP Truck Drivers. CDL
1653 Calloway Avenue, Required. 492-6141 or
753-1537.
Murray, KY. 42071.
LIGHT
Manufacturing
Company seeks 1 full time
& 1 part time assembler.
Ph. 759-0661 or apply in
person at Perry Enterprises, 87 Spruce St., Murray.

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

LOCAL Cable TV Company is seeking a part time
employee who can provide
quality customer service in
person and over the
phone. Duties include providing information, answering questions, interacting
with customers. Must be
flexible in all office procedures and working hours.
Drug test required of successful applicants. Send
resume to P.O.Box 1040
W, Murray, KY 42071.
MECHANICS
Trainee/
Helper. Must be at least 20
yrs old. Must have some
hand tools. 437-3940.
NEEDED: A dishwasher &
bus person, afternoons,
Tues- Sun. Apply in person, Ann's Country Kitchen, Hazel.

DIESEL MECHANIC
Due to recent growth,
we are seeking 2 diesel
mechanics.
Must have:

1-2 yrs. exp.,
ability to troubleshoot,
welding exp.,
possess Class A CDL,
exp. with PM's, CAT,
Detroit Diesel engines,
& have own tools.

Complete karma, Wear Headquarters

Excellent pay & benefits
Submit resume to:
Diesel Mechanic Position
PO Box 8405
Paducah, KY
42002-8405

INSURANCE

Formal Wear
ffir.f. &tit
( and Limousine labpf:t.T
.p

Lou V. McGary
Does yourir Policy Pay 100'4
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENT'S
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
thefollowing job openings.

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN: Provides

sup-

the hospital's network infrastructure
and telecommunications systems. Requires
practical experience with DOS, Microsoft
Windows 95,98 & Novell Networks 3. x 4.x, and
WAN/LAN exposure in a multi-protocol, multiplatform environment. Requires 2-4 year degree
from accredited college or Technical school in
Information Systems, Computer Electronics, or
related field.
port for

lo,ured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
'We Specialize in Cleaning Vim,l Siding • Homes • Mobile Home,
.• Buses • Brick

David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake
Service. Struts and Shocks etc.

iMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
Commercial Waste
Disposal
Types of Refuse Service

Mon.'Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
7:00-4:00
15021 753-1351

Collectible Treasures
Limited Edition Dolls, Bears, Jewelry & Clothing
Visit our brand new store at
3024th St., Hazel, KY • Rt. on Calloway. left on 4th
(11/2 blocks from Main St.1502-492-6206

(KENTUCKY LAKES
KATALOG SALES
.4i on. Petra Lingerie, General Men hand's('
P.O. Box 256 • New Concord, KY 42076-0256
PH: 270-436-2421 • E-mail: block@wk.net
Callforfree catalog

OTR Drivers, 23yrs old
w/clean MVR. Home on
weekends, conventional
trucks w/air ride van or
flatbeds. 270-382-2619.
PART Time help wanted.
Apply in person @ Tucker
T.V. 1230 St. At. 121N.
PART Time help, afternoons, Janitorial.
753-0724
PART Time house keeping. Call for interview.
436-2345.

ASE Certified (preferred)

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

A Rentals begin at $2999
.1 Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
A Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
A Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or piny
Court Square West
304 Main street
Paris. TN 38242
Weddings, Proms Murray. KY 42071
\
‘
<ii642-5300
and Banquets.
,5021753-1300

Local Murray
Insurance Agency
is in need of a
Customer Service
Representative with
clerical and people
skills. Salary negotiable. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 408,
Murray, KY 42071.
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107. No expenence
necessary.
NURSES AIDE
Full time, 3pm-11pm shift,
also PRN (work all shifts
as needed). Prefer experienced, but will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply
in person only. Fem Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
OFFICE Help Needed.
Light typing, filing, computer skills a must. Full time
437-3940.

GEVISOLD

DIAL - 753-1916

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

He Warded

Help Wanted

Name

Year

TACO JOHN'S

060

City of Murray 1999-2000 City Auto Stickers

$35.00
Each

060
Kelp Wanted

1-800-585-6033

ailice%o
a special occasion planned?
Got

Let us Provide the entertainment!
We ll SUP9lY the Karaoke machine. PA system & the DJ.

LTLTRASONOGRAPHER: Full time position.
Graduate of an Approved school of Radiologic
technology with 2 years experience. Applicant
should be Registered with the American
Registry of Radiographic Technologists and
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers. Abdominal &
O.B. Certification -required. Vascular
Certification Preferred.
LABORATORY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS: Full-time; Midnights; Baccalaureate
Degree in Medical Technology or affiliated field
with Certification as a Medical Technologist by
the Board of Registry.

Dixieland Ctr. •(270) 753-090

(Your Ad Could Be
Here For
$7800
13 week minimum)

For details contact:
Personnel Dept.
(502) 762-1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CALUMNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

PROGRAMMER
Must be affluent in MicroSoft Visual Basics 6.0,
understanding in ODBC
knowledge and Crystal
Report Writer. Send resume to: P.O.Box 1040 F,
Murray, KY 42071.
RESIDENT
Manager
needed for section 8 apartment community. 88 units,
experience preferred but
will train. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 S, Murray,
KY. 42071.
SECRETARY/
RECEPTIONIST
For local electronics retail
store. Full time, permanent
position. Some computer
skills required, typing, filing. inventory control, light
cleaning, UPS handling,
purchase orders, etc.
Some sales requffed. Contact Chip Veal at Murray
Telephone & Electronics.
753-7567
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
is currently looking for an
experienced FT graphic
design person proficient
with Windows 98, photoshop and illustrator. Flexible work hours for students with qualifications.
Apply it 88 Spruce Street.
No phone calls please.
070

Monk It
COM*
CHILDCARE Available 2
openings,
weekdays
Meals & activities included Almo area 753-9077
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.
THOROUGH
Cleaning
Service: We charge by the
job, not rushing by the
hour. Flexible, first visit 1/2
price 753-1810.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
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Special Price
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CRTT AND RRT OPENINGS
Immediate PRN openings for CRTT and RRT
positions in PineLake's Cardiopulmonary
Department. Openings are primarily for the 311 shift. Qualified applicants can submit
resumes to PineLake Regional Hospital Attn: Human Resources - 1099 Medical
Center Circle- Mayfield, KY 42066.

DRIVERS OTR DRIVERS

eCi;
14rEul,

•i

•Pui

ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced
OTR Drivers for our MURRAY, KY operation.
WE OFFER: •$40,000 per year aver •Excellent
Benefits .Paid Holidays •1 Week Paid Vacation in 6
mo..2 Weeks in a Year .Company Paid Pension
Plan • Safety Bonus *Late Model Equipment .Off 2
Days per Week •Union Job- Local 227

Down

Mur

WE REQUIRE:.2 years experience in last 5 years
•Minimum 23 years of age *Good Driving Record
•Pass DOT •PhysicaVDrug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Homer Wright

CHAIRSIDE DENTAL
ASSISTANT
Start an exciting career in the field of orthodontics. If you have good hand/eye coordination and enjoy working with children as well
as adults and would like to learn new skills,
we would like to hear about you with a complete resume and.references.
Attributes of the Job:
•Variable work weeks with Fridays off
(ave. 40 hours/week)
•Starting wage of $8.00/hr. and $9.00/hr
if successful after 4 months.
•Eventual benefits include the following:
-Full Pension Plan & Profit Share Plan
-MedicaUDental Reimbursement Plan
-Uniforms provided with cleaning allowance
-Paid sick leave and reimbursement for time
not used
-Paid vacation and 7-1/2 holidays/year
Send your resume to

P.O. Box 1040-E
Murray, KY 42071

Sr. AS/400
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
Mattel, Inc., the world's leading play company,
has an immediate opening at its Murray,
Kentucky manufacturing/distribution center for
a Sr. AS/400 Programmer/Analyst.
The successful candidate must be proficient in
RPG III, RPG/400 and CL on an IBM AS/400
Subfiles, OS/400 and AS/400 utilities (SDA,
PDM, Query/400). Working knowledge of
AS/400-PC networking, ODBC, SQL/400,
Windows 3.1 or 95, and Microsoft Office products. Ability to resolve systems problems that
support the facility and work on multiple
assignments simultaneously. Degree in computer science or related area with a minimum of
3 years experience in a manufacturing/distribution environment. Salary range in low - mid
50's.
Mattel, Inc., offers a comprehensive salary and
benefits program in a progressive environment.
Please send resume indicating current salary
and references to:

MATTEL,INC.
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071
Fax 270-767-1304
E-Mail - foleylin@mattelcom
An Equal Opportunity Employer
WF/V/D
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150

160
Home F),entstilriga

Ankara
For fide
MDM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades, Installs
of Hardware And Software
New Phone I 759-3556
Pager 742-1552
10
Wantla Buy

LADY'S Bicycle, 3 rugs,
couch & king size bed with
accessories 753-5395
SINGER
Commercial
Quilting machine Brand
new. Cost $2850 Must
sell immediately $1200
1-502-488-2040. (Paducah) Dimensions= 14ff x
11/2ft x 20in. tall.
TOBACCO PLANTS
* For Sale Call after dark
759-9705
TOBACCO Plants for sale
Some ready now. Different
varieties 435-4178
WALNUT Log with Stump
Call 901-247-3951 No answer, leave a message

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

320
For RIM

MONDAY, MAY 24,

380
Psis &Guppies

•4.,y
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1999

-Need ExtraCash?

2PC living room group.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663

1 BEDROOM Apt for ren 2BR, upstairs No pets
LARGE 2br, central h/a, AKC Registered Boxer
close to college $200/mo $285, month & deposit
low utilities, appliances. Puppies, 6 weeks old Sire
489-2296.
759-4138.
No pets, quiet, family ori- & Dame on premises Vet
1 OR 2br apts near down- 38R house, central h/a,
ented, $395/mo 753-8828 certified Call 901-641town Murray starting at 206 S. 12th St. $650/
month. 2br house 205 LIKE gew 2br Duplex with 0285
ARIENS Lawn Tractor. $200/mo. 753-4109.
garage. 1706 Oakhill. AKC Registered Siberian
16hp, hydrostatic trans 1BR apartment, $200/mo South 12th. $350/ month. $600./
month.
Huskies 2 Females, have
2br
plus
Duplex.
deposit.
209
South
No
pets.
Call
with hydraulic lift & imple2BR with carport. 710 Syc- had first 2 shots,
11th.
deafter
$310/
month
3p.m. 753-3139.
ments
$1600
Call
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
amore. $450./ month.
wormed, 3 months old Pa1BR apartment, near cam- 753-3415 or 753-7123.
759-440
1
Old or New. 753-7185.
753-7457.
rents on site, $125 each
pus, no pets 753-5980
3BR, 2 Bath downstairs. 5
BETHEL GARDENS
NEAR University'
CASH paid for good, used
270-759-1566
1BR
apt
available
miles
,
on
all
121S.
ap$400/
Daylilies
, Hosta, Peonies.
2 room efficiency
rifles, shotguns, and pisDOG obedience classes or
mulch & thm services. We- pliances furnished Mur- month +deposit. 489-2296
tols
$210 Month.
Benson Sporting
private Serving Murray 17
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
ALMOST
new,
1br,
washdeliver!
759-960
0,
Tues
$100 deposit,
Goods, 519 S. 121h, Muryears 436-2858
1BR
like
new,
er
&
dishwash
dryer,
refrigera
er,
tor,
Sat, 9-5 Hwy 94E, 2 miles,
ray.
753-4560
w/d, available now. Cole- stove, dishwasher, deck,
390
follow signs
3 or 4 bedroom, 2 bath, central gas
9am-5pm.
FURNITURE (Antique or
man RE 759-4118.
$350/mo. 435-4015, 559Livestoca & Supplies
heat/air, 3 tier deck, 1,500 sq. ft. garage,
220
NEW 1 bedroom, w/d, cVw,
Primitive), Collectables,
1BR, Close to Campus. 2031.
all located on .88 acre landscaped lot in
microwave, refrigerator, no
and other antiques, 1
Stove & refrigerator. 1415 AVAILABLE June 1. 2br.
piece or all. Call 753-3633
pets, $325/mo. Call 270- 30FT WW horse trailer, 4
town w/perennial flower garden & pond.
Poplar. $275/
month. apt. 1 1/2 blocks from cam247-1385 or 270-247-9245 horse, w/finished camper.
PIANO/ Organ lessons
WANTED: Riding mowers,
Priced in the 80's. •
Lease
required
. 753-0919 pus.
Upstairs,
$275/ NICE
$4500 obo 753-0980
Appliances
753-1810
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
1-2
&
3br
apts
or
3759-0567 for a•.t.
or 1-800-589-7956.
month. Plus deposit, some
4br house w/washer & dry- 6YR Old Quarter Horse.
need work. 436-2867.
pets okay. 753-4249,
270
WESTINGHOUSE Ref rig
1BR, close to university &
753-0980
er, furnished, near MSU.
150
erator. $200 753-8051
Hams.For Sala
hospital. Some utilities leave message.
Inquire at 1210 Main St. SMALL ALP, extremely
Ark*
paid. Call 753-8756.
753-1252 before 5pm, gentle. Saddles. 759-1233.
EXTRA
Nice
2br,
2
bath
or$s
$500 DOWN, assume pay- 1BR,
near MSU, $200/mo. tryplex with garage. C/H/A, 753-0606 after 5pm.
If you are looking for quality we want lobe your
ments of $649.00 each Coleman
18FT CHAMPION Bass
RE 759-4118.
appliances furnished, 1Yr NOW taking applications
building contractor. with bluepnnts & specifications
month. On a 1991 Patriot
Land
For
Rua
or
Larna
boat A-1 shape, must see!
2BR duplex, appliances lease, 1mo. deposit. No for 1, 2 & 3br apartmen
ts.
BEDROOM
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
group, 28x76 with 4 bedrooms, 3
3 house trailer axles and
furnished, 15171/2 Henry pets. 759-5238.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart- FOR
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
baths including 1.3 acres.
Lease:
Tobacco
springs with 8 tires to
St, $350 month plus $350 EXTRA
Nice 2br, Tri-Plex. ments, 902 Northwood Dr. Base. Call 753-3326.
NEW Shipment of sofas, Located at 155 Seth Lane,
We comply with all the new city building codes.
match. 436-2242.
deposit. 435-4125.
All appliances. 1yr lease, Equal Housing Opportunilove seats, sectionals. just outside of Murray. For
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
430
2BR
duplex, central h/a, no pets. Cambridge
DISH Network Satellite Wingback chairs,
Subdi- ty, 759-4984. TDDS 1-800bedding. more info call toll free 1large or small.
appliances
Reel Estate
FREE with your Pnmestar roll-aways & much
furnished. vision. Available June 1. 247-2510.
more. 877-817-6100, ask for LaAvailable now. Coleman Rent $455. 435-429
bill plus 7 months free pro- Savings throughout
4.
the na or Jenny.(ids1361)
RED OAKS APTS.
DUPLEX
RE 759-4118_
Located
gramming CP $19.99. Tony store! Carraway Furniture.
on
FOR LEASE: Neat, freshly
Special
12X60 2BR, 1 bath com- 2BR
Johnny Robertson Road. 3
Duplex. C/H/A , w/d painted, cleaned carpets.
Montgomery, Authorized 105 North 3rd, Murray.
$100
Deposit
pletely remodeled. Asking hook
bedrooms for each side.
up. Carport, No pets! 2BR. apartment. Near
Dealer. 753-7419.
753-1502.
1BR From $280
$5,000. Delivered.
Approx.
1675sq. ft. living
Call after 5:30p.m.
MSU, all appliances, good
2BR From $325
437-4902.
space each plus garage.
436-5960
parking. Call Lynda at
Call Today!
12X65, 2BR, 1 bath. Must 2BR
753-4573
Partially furnished, Grey's Properties.
753-8668.
be moved. $1200. obo. water
41160.44.41ela
I
&
DUPLEX
trash
disposal
•
Located
"
759-2001.
111
on
6
SECOND Floor Apart759-4401.
paid. No pets. 767-9037.
Johnny Robertson Road.
ment.
14'X70' MOBILE Home. 2BR,
Very
large
bedroom
1 bath Duplex. FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath.
2br and approx. 1384sq. ft.
& living room. Heat & wa3br, 2 baths. Dishwasher, C/H/A. All
living space, each side.
appliances fur- Central gas H/A, Coleman
Saturday, May 29th, 1999
ter furnished Alot of closet
all new plumbing Many nished
including washer & RE. 759-4118.
Plus garage. Call
At 10:00 A.M. -Regardless Of Weather
space.
improvements.
Cable
T.V.
Walking 753-457
Large dryer. $475/ month. 1 year LARGE 1br apartment.
3.
COLLECTIBLE CARS & TRUCKS
distance
fenced backyard. All land- lease &
hospital
to
and
Utilities
included. 5 min.
deposit. no pets!
EXCELLENT
Location.
INSURIRALV. KENTUCKY
scaped. It must be seen at 436-621
.0!
Computer Repair,
drive from lake. Between downtown industry. $325 a Brick, 2br, 1 bath Duplex.
8.
Be Held At The John Deere Dealership
To
month.
First
C-5 100 Fox Meadows. 2BR,
& deposit
Train* & hr4lollatjoy
1 bath w/carport, Benton & Aurora.
Appliances
3 Miles South Of Murray - On Hwy 641
furnished.
753-921
Call 759-9723.
1
or
759-600
0.
central h/a, appliances fur- 270-354-8130.
$105,000. 753-2905.
4111£W TICIPAl 15/0IGHE_ SIGAITS
1973 12x50
MOBILE nished, $475/mo, 1yr LARGE 1BR apt with VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath FOR
502-759-8662 or
sale: Duplex in
1975 Corvette, Red, Manual Shift
Home, very good shape, lease,
1972 Corvette LT1, Convertible, 4 Speed
1 mo deposit, 753- study. Washer/ dryer, duplex w/garage, applian- Northwood, $87,000. 759502-759-2422
clean. 474-2708.
ces
furnishe
d,
central gas 4406.
available now. 1 1/2 blocks
1961 Corvette, Black, 4 Speed
2905 or 753-7536.
1978 REDMAN Double 2BR, 2 bath
1960 Corvette, Blue, Man. Transmission, 4 Speed
415 S. 4th St.
apt. Refrigera- from campus. Some pets h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. de- INVESTORS WANTED: 2
1928 Chevrolet Car • 1952 Chevrolet Car
wide 28x60. $10,500. Must tor, stove,
washer/ dryer okay. $300/ month plus posit. No pets. 753-2905.
Duplexes, side by side on
1961 Corvair, 4 Door • 1964 Corvair, 2 Door, Yellow
sell & be moved. 753-7108 hook up. Close
330
to Cam- deposit. 753-4249. Leave
Farmer near MSU. Priced
1968 Caprice • 1967 Triumph Spitfire
1979 ELCONA 14x70, 3br, pus, lease required
ooms For Rent
1974 Cadillac El Dorado, Convertible
. $375/ message.
in the low $100'5 for quick
.‘'
11/2 baths, extra immacu1955 Chev 1 Ton Flat Bed Dump Truck
month. 1-800-589-7956 or LARGE 1BR, with stove,
sale. Motivated SELLER.
NI- IN(
late condition, light gray & 753-0919.
1936 Chevrolet Pickup •1974 Volkswagen Thing
refrigerator, washer and BEDROOM in pleasant Call Lynda at Grey's PropFROM THE JUNKYARD
white, white underpinning, 2BR, 2 bath
Duplex. 1303 dryer. Lease required. home. Share large living erties. 759-2001.
Some Without Titles . .'40 Chevy Pickup - '39
2 covered porches. Built in Valley
Wood.
$475/ $275/ month. 753-0919 or room, kitchen, & bath, w/d, KOPPERUD Realty
Ford
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
Pickup • '64 Dodge Power Wagon • 49
has
microwave, dishwasher &
cable tv. Walk to Hospital buyers
month. 759-4406.
Chevy Pickup • '49 Chevy 1 1/2 Ton Pickup • 2
1-800-589-7956.
waiting to purchase
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
stereo system, lots of win- 2BR,
Mail
Trucks
• '49 Int 2 Ton Truck • 67 Buick
central gas h/a, ap- LARGE 2br, 2 bath apart- or down town industry. homes- all price
ranges. If
-Kimball •Universal -Broyhill
dows, Bay windows at
Riviera • '54 & '52 Chevrolet Cars • '61 Chrysler
pliances
furnished ment. Located on HWY 68 $170 utilities included. you are thinking of selling
-Pulaski -Restonic •Basset -Kesler
Imperia
'57
l
•
both ends. Curtains &
Bel Aire • '60 Impala
PLUS
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
between Jonathan Creek 753-9211 or 759-6000.
contact one of our courteA Collection Of 38 Corvalre
mini- blinds. Central elec"C0.4. S..
and Aurora, near Kentucky SLEEPING
753-9898.
Truck
3
Loads
Of
Obsolete
Parts
Arid Old Displays Cat Of Chew* Derierships"
and
room. ous
professional
tric heat & air, storm winLake. Appliances furnish- $150/mo. Coleman
2BR, Upstairs Duplex.
Assorted Tools • Bumpers • Running Boards •
agents at 753-1222 or stop
RE,
Downtown
dows & screens new
103 S.
Wheels
•
Bed
Liners
Free
• Complete Exhaust Systems •
520 1/2 Apt. B. Broad ed. $450. a month. Call
by our office at 711 Main.
753-9898.
Murray
sealed roof. Buyer must
3rd St.
GM & Toyota Special Tools • Valve Grinder • Shop
Financing
474-2774 or 354-8824.
Street. 753-5592.
LARGE bldg. 7 miles north
340
Crane • Floor Jack • Engine Stands And Much More!!
move from Kuttawa.
of Murray off 641. Nice liv$12,000. 502-388-2557.
Houses For Rent
FOR INFORMATION PHONE 502-519-3503
ing quarters & shop, comCOMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
1992 ATLANTIC. Excellent
CASH OR CURRENT BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
1BR
appliances furnished, mercial possibilities. 502condition. Call after 5pm.
Direct Inquires By
no pets, deposit. 753-0728 753-3653, 618-797-2728.
753-6390.
Fax To 502-759-9625, E mail- dtaylor(g)idd.net
VERY nice, well mainafter 4pm.
1995 16x80 3BR, 2 bath,
Tickets. Accidents. DUI?
excellent condition. 2702, 3 & 4BR houses, lease tained 4 unit town house.
2br, 1 1/2 bath each. Brick,
No Prior Insurance?
247-2363.
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
& deposit required.
excellent location. Applian71,E, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
753-4109.
J
NO PROBLEM!
FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466 ,
502-753-8556
Excellent condition
2BR in country. Coleman ces furnished. $210,000.
RC
'IC
-THE SELLING MACHINE"
753-2905.
^
3Br, 2 bath. Vinyl, shingle.
Proof of Insurance Issued Instantly
RE. 759-4118.
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
CasiII APO.- .113estallawrO iCtroOcar 111.-cpctIess
r-er
Must see in Fox
2BR, 1 bath Refrigerator/
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Meadows.
stove. W/D hook up.
-Central Heat and Air
Low interest & Low payC/H/A. $395 month.
407 Maple Street
Accepting Applications,
ments. 753-8010 or
753-9636.
South side of Court Square in Murray)
841-1985
3BR, 21/2 baths, no pets.
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
28X48 MOBILE Home on
Deposit & references re1
p.m.
to
5
p.m.
16 acres +/-. Good well
quired. 270-926-4427.
and septic system. Locat4BR, 2 bath house. Close
IVO 11411$1111411M.St NO lirE-SERVATIC
ed South of Murray in quiPAI_S7
to Campus. Stove. refrigTHURSDAY. IVULY 27Th AT 6:00
et neighborhood. Call 270erator , washer & dryer furP. NI.
&it Milan Waal DI Aurora - 1.5 MUNI Fatal Ili
436-5348.
nished. C/H/A, $600/
Hardin
-u-.......0. IF.- orors spa iii- Er illt•41.•s.
month. Lease required. 1280
800-589-7956 or 753-0919
int -1143•11.1111 Of Eight P'oes-icials
t. Henn For Rent
FOR LEASE: Neat, freshly
F'
2 Ft CD OP'IIE IFIVII"Ir
CD NI E
painted, cleaned carpets,
2BR, 12x60. Ref ngerator,
From Aurora Take Hwy BO West 28 Miles To Palestine Road. Or 4#
From Hardin Take Hwy 80 East 5 5 Miles
3br. townhouse 1 1/2
To Palestine Road Proceed South 1 4 Mile To McElrath Rd.
New Location of 800 S. 4th St.
stove & air conditioner.
Proceed On Southwest 1,2 Mile To Property
baths, all appliances, good
8x12 storage building on
Thurs.. Fri.& Sat. 10-6
Aellk
IIIM
parking.
Call Lynda at
1/2 acre. $225 a month
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale Rd.• Murray
IN 3 PARCELS 8. COMBINATIONS
Grey's Properties.
plus deposit & references.
ni)
12.2
9 Acres e 18.29 Acres 0 1.60 Acres
Chil
759-200
dren
NEW BEGINNINGS
1.
s
•
Ladi
es • Mens
437-4386.
In Calloway County - Near Marshall
Cole-Han
n
•
Farra
County Line!
BIRTHING CENTER
gamo
•
&we • EZ
SMALL house on lake.
2BR, New carpet & paint.
Rolling Terrain • Trees • Meadows • Great
Spirit • Doe Martens • Nine West •
Outdoors!
527-3113 after 8pm.
Deck overlooks creek. SeAll On A Quiet - Paved County Road!
Pinelake Regional Hospital in Mayfield
A malfi. • Nike • vaeiou,Nome Brand,
!
YEAR Round- Furnished
cluded & quiet. C/H/A.
:- has a full time opening for a Registered
Washer/ Dryer. 489-2534
2br house on KY Lake.
before 9p.m.
$350/ month, $300 deposNurse in its Birthing Center. Position will
4BR, 21/2 bath, MH w/adit. 436-5459 after 6p.m
consist of 12-hour shift rotation of days
• fli
dition in Almo. $375/mo,
360
I
and nights (7a-7p and 7p-7a). Applicant
no pets, deposit. 753-4937
_
I
!il
Storage Rentals
.I I
M-F, 8-5.
:I
must be graduate of an Acctedited School
t
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
MOBILE Home, Call
of Professional Nursing with a current
!
.1IIII.1
1"
: ,..!!.!.!!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111.11.11NIN.11..iiimeift
759-9730.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
* j.;...____ .
IPZS WICisoll El) 1 -11543 AcirES VS
licensure in the state of Kentucky. Will be
285
& accessories in stock. Also post
Like
New
Tri-Plex Rental • Each Untt Has 2 Bedrooms
tr!`
Horne
required to demonstrate ability to perform
Lots For Rent
frame building

Run a Classified.-

Now is A Great Time to Build

Bruce green
(502)753-8343

,- ef#Ji
VireardT11117,1

fulflulp•poi
ot‘ 5p. ialite

191(11ril

( ABSOLUTE AUCTION )

Justin Crosser

Crass)

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

tiih.1

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

AUTO INSURANCE NETWORK

JAMES R. CASH

Call (270) 759-3700

'etreil'Avr( e- Lreil viltriiii =
(2 ABSOLUTE. AucirioNs)

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

(CASSIFIEDS//THE

Shoe Store

Wneize the Deals Are!

1\14301Air COE'PEN

11Fli E,S

REGISTERED NURSE

Metal Roofing

EASTSIDE

technical skills and procedures. Current
obstetrical experience is required.
Qualified applicants can submit resumes
to: Pinelake Regional Hospital- Attn:
Human Resources, 1099 Medical Center
Circle, Mayfield, KY 42066. EOE

material.

1/2 ACRE lot, $100 month
753-6012
LOT for rent 492-8488
300
nese Rentals

Office Space
Various size units

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!
JAKEL INC. is continuing to expand it's work
force in Murray, Ky. We have full time positions with medical benefits available. Work
hours are 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Thursday.
Overtime will be required. If you are interested
in earning a competitive wage that rewards performance, receiving paid vacations, holidays,
and participating in the company's growth and
profitability then you owe it to yourself to
check us out. Apply in person at:

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-%21
120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building. 2500 sq ft
in sales & office area
3500 sq. ft. in storage
area. Gas heat, lg.
parking lot. Located on S
4th. Building can be
divided. Call 753-0839
or 436-2935.
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center. 753-4509
320
pertments For Rent
1 & 3BR Apts. Stove. & re
ngerator furnished. Rent
$250 for 1br, $400 for 3br
Both deposit & 1yr lease
required. 759-4696

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

STORAGE

1-800-909-9064

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

119 Main • 753-6266

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units

Available

If you are under age

65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies,
MI Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and serviCe.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

753-3853

Separate Electrical Services - Central Heat 8 Air
Renting For S250.00 A Month Per Unit!!
What A Great Investment Property!!
Call For An Appointment For Your Own Private Viewi
ng
Fo'Ell CD IP'IIE IFt TY' #

irwcs

From Aurora Take Hwy 80 West 2.8 Miles To Unity
Ch Road, Or From Hardin Take
Hwy 80 East 5.5 Miles To Unity Ch Road, Proceed
North 1/2 Mile To Unity Church,
Proceed West 1 Mile To Clear Creek Lane .Procee
d South .1 Mile To Property
11
Alk 4IM

Mt IES

IN 5 PARCELS & COMBINATIONS
0 6.83 Acres fi4 6.62 Acres fil) 3.56
Acres

O

1.15 Acres 0 .70 Acre

s
In Marshall County - Near Calloway Coun
ty Line!
Secluded - Rolling Terrain- Trees - Great Get
Away Sites!

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo.
759-4081

1

11112/r Sale Or Laws

.

LEASE,
PURCHASE
Available on Sycamore.
4BR, 2 bath with fenced
backyard
Priced
at
$122,900 Call Lynda at
Grey's Properties for details 759-2001
380

ssusim
MALE Cockahel $50
753-6747

.,

•
,

...I.'.

.kOP4 -464
' ''..,..>
1594.1DOWN,

.

BAIL^DACE ON 30 DAVISI

...1
E.S. R. CASH
,. 1ALI
--.--,..1.VIII
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
,
FANCY FARM. KY- 502-623-8466
IliC
T I II .`i I I IV , '. '-'1,i
1[8
4C
I C•1\11

A8./CrefOn1.1

--)

ra 011V

tieptcl At Proweiirt

I

.•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIM
ES

MONDAY, MAY 24,

,
741

1999

440

Latefiar
RENTAL Property under
construction Deep discount from appraisal valu
e
for do it yourself completion Attractive owner unit
plus 3 rentals separate
utilities Good Location
near Murray Hospital Call
1-800-294-6442

LOOKING for your dream
location to build your
dream home? Beautifu
l
wooded hillside with creek
flowing through it Restrict
ed area. 2 to 17 acre
tracks 5 minutes North of
town 1 track has stoc
ked
pond, well & septic tank
.
Call for your pnvate showing today. Paul Garland.
753-2905.

*WO
Bosh I Motors
1-10 ACRES. Starting at
$3,500 per acre Call
767-0035
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80, For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.

REMODELED 3br, 1 bath
1600 sq ft Detached garage, in Hazel Mid $30
s
759-4826

Mark Prescott

By I

s
1998 HYDROSPORT 175
,
1998 Evinrude 150, extr
a
nice boat. Must see. 759
5339 after 5pm.
2, 1996, 85hp Sea
doos
with trailer. Call 436
-2466
or see at Burkeen's Mkt,
Hwy 94 East. 436-2466.
24FT PONTOON Boat
.
$2500 or trade for Runabout Boat. 759-1777.
NEW condition, 2 man
fishing boat, padded seat
s,
depth finder and new 60Ib
thrust MinnKota trolling
motor, $875. Call 759
4272.

DAVID'S Cleaning ServOFFICECleaning
&
ices 'Cleaning" vinyl sidhouse cleaning. Experiing, homes, mobile homes,
enced, have references
boats, brick driveways,
437-4902, leave message
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning MOODY'S Mower Repair.
1984 Honda Gold Wing
available David Borders, Pick up and deliver. 753Excellent condition 759Insured, Completely Mo- 5668
Lail* Property
2174
PLUMBING
bile Phone 502-759-4734
REPAIR
SER
1996 WARRIOR
VICE. All work guarCell
ular
502-853-1108
2BR, 1 bath Trailer with
4-Wheeler. Great condianteed. Free estimates.
deck & lot Panorama
tion. $3200. 753-2905
ELECTRICAL
753-1134
Lots
For
Reed
Shores, 35 Haddock Drive
New construction, remodPLUMBING
Call 573-471-5949
eling, or lust replacing a
NORTH Side of Town
Repairs, fast service
Utitty Vehicles
4BR, 3 bath, sauna, in- Has
switch. Licensed & Insurwell, septic, electric 2/3 BR
436-5255.
house, near univerground pool, 2800sq
ed. Off. 753-0834
ft hook up. Call after 5p m. sity. New
POBOY'S Lawn Mowing
bath, new a/c, 1994 FORD Explorer XLT
Fantastic lakeview from all 210-17
Hm. 759-9835
19.
Bur
Call 759-4659.
gun
dy,
new
430
4-d
oor,
win
WOOOSONG LANE
dows, redecoratlow
COMM.i CCM/
rooms Lake access, 12
mileage,
FENCING
PROFESSIONAL House
ed, S50,000's. 753-1040.
one
MURRAY KY 4W7
owner
WARPS
miles
from
campus,
Midway Fence Company. Cleaning. Mon- Fn
Sha
rp' 435-4384
Owners Sal Rhona Barger
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
GIJIS
ULGY7
$199,000 753-9786.
Min
14
d
,
Chain link, & custom wood
1-502-251-3185 or
Ranch. Large kitchen/ dinprivacy fences, installation
1-50
2-623-8656, call anying area flows into livin
tisaa Cara
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
g
and repairs at reasonable time.
room. Oversize double
Stu
mp
rem
oval,
gatree pnces. Dickie Farl
ROGER Parrish Trucking
ey
rage on 1 acre lot 4 mi. 1948 CHEVY Street Rod.
spraying, leaf raking,
.
aholy"
24 Hour
Will
759
haul gravel, dirt, sand,
-15
19.
north of Murray near 641. Rare body, 4 best of
(502)474-8222
Emergency
hedge tnmming, landscap
etc Reasonable &
Priced in upper $80's. 762
Service
ing, mulch hauling & mulch FUTRELL'S Tree Service
deCell 519-7781
- shows. $16,500. obo.
pend
able. Call 436-6045.
Tnm
min
g,
0144.
remo
15 Years
435-4619.
val,
stump
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Experience
3BR, 1 bath brick ranc
Licensed & insured. Full gnnding, firewood. Insur- ROOFING, Painting &
h 1978 FORD LTD, only
Handyman. 30 years exhome. In quiet, rural subd
line
of equipment. Free es- ed. 489-2839.
i- 3liooc miles. Must See!
HANDYMAN, carpentry, penence. 474-0107.
All types of roofing.
vision. 1 car garage, covtimates. Tim Lamb,
502-753-5561
plumbing, yard
ered patio, workshop, 1984 NIS
work, SMALL engine repair
436-5744,
SAN. $700. Runs
Family owned & Operated
pro
che
large kitchen, well main
s
&
deck
s.
Any job. Mowers for sale.
1-800-548-5262.
- great. 436-2481
753-0260.
Call Danny Paschall,
Paul & Matthew Lamb
tained. New C/H/A & roof
A-1 Tree Professional
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
s.
'96. extra 3/4 acre lot. 215 1987 MONTE Carlo SS.
492-8500.
Stump
removal,
Removal. Insured with full
tree
Countryside Drive, Low Fast back. Days, 489-2083
spraying. Serving Murray, IF you're moving to a new line of equ
ipment. Free es$80's. Call for appointment 1987 OLDSMOBILE NineFree Estimates • 24 Hou
Wee
d
&
Inse
ct Leaf Removal Lawn
location & need professi
r Emergency Service
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Cleanup
o- timates. Day or night,
ty Eight Regency Broug759-9569.
Control
Lawn
nal
Free
&
reli
estimates. 437-3044
able movers, call
Bed Mulching
753-5484.
ham "Look Me Over
3BR, 2 Bath in Oaks EsMowing
Brian Driscoll at 270-247- TREE Jobs
Renovation Shrub Tri
or 492-8737.
, lawn mowing,
mmi
tates. Next to Calloway
ng
502-759-1610
Fertilizing
Over Seeding
AB Building, custom 6620 .After 5:30pm 753- spring cleaning &
hauling.
Co. Country Club. Asking 1988 LINCOLN Continen616
6.
decks, fencing, garage
We do it all, give us a call.
s,
$114,000 767-9442.
tal, excellent condition.
ed
Licens
carports, hardwood floors. LAWN Mowing in town. 489-2092
502-759-1610
3BR, 2 bath Ranch style
Free Estimates. 759-0276
Installed & finished. All re
TUCKER LAWN CARE
.
on apprx. 11/4 acres. Sun- 1988 TOYOTA Celica G.T.
pair
s.
Qual
ity
wor
The
SERVICES
kma
nPerf
LE
ect
E'
conv
Law
S
erti
n
Serv
ble.
ice
Run
s
For A Beautiful Lawn
great
room & 2 car attached carship. 753-9308 or
Mowing, trimming, leaf
Hig
h
mile
&
age. All options
CARPET
port, 3 car bamstyle ga753-7860.
clipping removal, dethatch$16
50.
7679347
.
rage w/large room that
ing, aeration, overseeding
ADAM'S HOME
CLEANING
could be converted into an 1989 PONTIAC Fire
Sales & Service
& fertilization, bed mulc
IMPROVMENTS
bird
Eme
hrgency Water
apartment. Landscaped & Call 492-8558, leave
ing. Free Estimates.
Competive Prices. Pain
Removal, Furniture,
tFree Estimates
mature trees, stocked message.
ing, Remodeling, Repairs,
759-9609
FREE Estimates.
Wheeler McClain Ford can arr
pond & outbuildings. 435- 1990 MAZDA RX7 conv
ange financing
etc. No Job Too Small.
WALLPAPERING
erAmerican Remodeling
Call
Toda
y.
if
you have been turned
4578.
tible, 48xxx miles, automa
10yrs + Experience.
(270)492-6267.
Re753-5827
Call 753-5612 or 753-1109
down before. Loans avail38R, 2 bath, c/h/a, appli- tice, a/c, loaded, $6800.
moval of old paper & wall
AFFORDABLE all around
al
is
pa
r
270
-472-1726.
prep also done. $15
ances, w/d included. Goo
hauling, tree work, gutter
able for 1st time buyers,
.00
d
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
DBL Roll. 753-8743.
location, less than a year 1991 LEXUS LS400. Burcleaning, cleaning out
Spec
bad
iali
cred
zing in Re-Roof &
it,
rep
o's
or
ban
kru
gun
ptc
dy
y.
with tan leather insheds, & junk clean-up.
WALTERS Contracting
old. 767-9205.
Roof Repair. Free EstiFree estimates. Guaran
Call Kenny at
39R, C/H/A. Coleman RE. tenor. Very good condition.
436-2867.
mates. 489-6125.
151,xxx miles. 512,800.
teed Quality Work. LiALL CARPENTRY
759-4118.
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-02
MICHAEL'S HANDYMAN
56
censed & Insured. Over 20
ALL ELECTRICAL
404 Tom Lane Road, Ben- 492-6200.
SERVICE
years experience. Roofing,
NO job too small. Liton. 3br, 2 bath. Large 1992 FORD Crown Vic XL,
CAN
DO
IT ALL!
Highwa.
!
247-9300
censed, Insured, 24hr
additions, vinyl siding,
18" Satellite
kitchen, dining area, living loaded, leather interior.
Mayf
ield
Prof
essional Painting (in45 South
1-800-874-0256
decks, remodeling. Call
Kentucky
Emergency calls.
room, utility room. Large Silver gray, $4500. Call
door & outdoor).
FREE to PRIMESTAR
753
Systems
-30
50.
Call
Afte
753-2592.
r
Larr
5p.
y Nimmo.
m
yard with shaded lot. Must
Plu
mbing,
1995 DODGE Neon Spor
Customers!!
753-9372, 753-0353.
WYANTS Car Valet. Desee) $75,000. 527-8983_
t,
carpentry work (decks,
Dish Network
5sp, air, pa, 4dr, recently
tail wash & wax. 753-7262
ALL Carpentry Service
floors, roofs, remodeling,
BY OWNER: House &
OR
From Foundation to
5 serviced, $6,700 obo. 753room additions, home imAcres, 6089 Airport Road. 4249.
Finish.
LI
provements). UnderpinCE
NS
DireeT\
ED
D , PECTV.
3BR, 2.5 bath, 2500+ sq. 1995 MUSTANG
18Yrs experience.
Coupe.
ning, Landscaping, Presft. Great room with French A/C, 5spd, CD,
www.woodsatellite.com
Install kits s20
New Construction • Realarm syssure Washing. References OPEN Car Trailer for sale
Door & FP w/gas logs tem. $8,250. 474
modeling* Repairs. Cus.
-8451.
IN
available. Free Estimates. $1450. obo. 753-68
SU
RE
D
Custom drapes, kitchen is- 1996 CHRYSL
08
tom Cabinets* Concrete
ER Sirrus
901-644-2599 or 901-782- days only.
land with Jen-Air cook top, LXI. 1 owner, boug
Wor
ht new
k.
AGC
Certified.
6170, 901-644-3394
Paul Lamb is no longer operat
560
microwave/oven combo. in 1997. Only 36,x
ing as
xx miles.
435-4272.
D/W, central gas H/A, 6" Loaded, V-6, fuel
Free Column
injected.
NEW Guy On The Block.
exterior walls, Pella win- White with cam
el leather
ANTENNAS
Including Can Do Attitude. Carpet, FREE kittens, 9
dows, finished
and has established a new
bonus interior. Dolby surround
weeks old
IIC
ICUS
ITOM
IE
KIT
RV's, TV Towers, roto
R
CHE
R
N CAB
YINE
room, 2 car garage. 10x16 sound system.
rs, vinyl, concrete finishing & 436-2510.
CUSTOM WOODWORKINGTS
Great gas
company name
ampl
ifiers, and accesso- drywall. Call: Less Mes
storage building. $197,000 mileage, garage
s FREE: Bieck Kittens: 2
kept. Askries.
Ltd. at 270-759-3522.
All Types of
489-2346.
male, 1 female 436-2940.
ing $14,500. If interest
ed
Dish Network & Direct
Custom Woodworkin
TV
BY Owner: Newly redeco call 489-2738.
g
Satellite Systems. Sale
s,
rated 4br, brick home. Full 1996 CORSICA. 60,x
&
xx
Service and Installation
•Ir
6
.
basement, C/H/A. 3 miles miles. Great conditio
Kitchen & Bath Ca
n.
binets
Beasley's Antenna
from
KY Lake on Hwy 94. Asking $9,800. 759-9320.
Drop by and see our showroom
& Satellite,
_.) 409 SUN8uRY - MURRAY (Beh
CAR
Sitting on 3 acres land 1996 MAZDA 626
ind Bunny Breed)
&
.
Serving the Murray area sin
LX.
500 N. 4th St, Murray,
OR COVERING
ce
199
0.
Call 270-767-9750.
KY
Loaded.
Sacr
ific
e
at
40 AINUftwrome41.16'*--../f
502
-75
9-0
901
.
• Free Estimates • 24 Hr. Ser
r.
.4e.1.116.re COUNTRY Living City $9,750. 753-0791.
Carp2t•Vuly1 Ceramic Tile I Hardwood
vice
ANTIQUE refinishing,
Conveniences- Exception- 1996 SEBRING JXI
fur• Hedge Trimming *Tree Trim
4e; culfcT
Conming
niture repair & cus
Come by. & see our shoarcom today!
al 3br, 2 bath, brick, dou- vertible. 26,xxx
tom
• Tree & Stump Removal
miles,
woodworking. 753-8056.
ble lot at Town's Edge. Pri- white, gray leather.
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
Load• Cleanup Service
APPLIANCE REPAIR
vate well, 2-car attached ed. $15,750. 7532816
.
For the best possible prices wit
• Full Line ofEquipment
We Stand Behind Our Work
SERVICE AND PARTS
garage, ceramic tile floors,
h
PROFESSIONAL
new carpet, fireplace. Con
FREE delivery and setup go
to
Vans
DEPENDABLE.
sider lease with option
to
502-767-9552.
buy or limited owner fi1993 PLYMOUTH Voyag•
nancing (270) 753-4109
641 S. I4si. to Tom Taylor TrL right 1500
or
er, 118xxx miles, cass.,
yds.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
(270) 759-8093.
cruise, pit, $5800 obo.
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
2 miles N. of Murray on 641
-4
years experience. BOBBY
435-4674
▪
(across from Memorial Gar lane
• MI= •
FOR SALE: 121 South
• IMIIM •
• I•111 •
dens)
HOPPER, 436-5848.
area home with 3BR. Spa
"
1
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m
cious inside with two livin
.
BAC
KHO
E
SER
VIC
g
E
Used Trucks
With 12, 24 or 36 month fin
areas. New septic in '96.
ROY HILL. Septic system
ancing
,
All
bric
driv
k for efficiency. Call
Free Delivery •753-4566
e-ways, hauling, foun1980 F-250 Pickup. 4
•
Lynda at Grey's Properdations, etc. 436-2113.
wheel drive, $3,000,
ties. 759-2001.
BLUE Grass Lawn Service
753-0980
•
FOR SALE: A LOG Hom
Free estimates. Law
e 1995 FORD F250 XL pick
n
under vinyl. Rustic on the up.
mowing, weed eating,
5 liter, 2 wheel drive.
; Your choice of brown
Please call Paul for
inside and traditional on Like
hedge trimming, new
or charcoal black sin- ;
new condition. 62,xxx
Residential or Commercial
I gles. All exterior wood
the outside. 3BR, just
equipment, insured.
on miles. $11,000. obo. Call
is weathered treated.
fr
ee estimate at
I
the outside of Murray 355-20
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
856-4027.
;
Sizes, options and prices upo
87.
n
req
ues
(west). Priced in the mid 199
t.
•
i
CAR
PORTS for cars and I TERM
5 NISSAN extended
laminated floors &
S: Paid in full upon comple
$60's. Great area. Don'
trucks. Special sizes for •
tion I
t cab XE, 4x4, with topper,
*Prices are subject to cha
miss this one. Call Lyn
hardwood floors installed.
nge without notice*
moto
r
.
L
hom
•
e,
da a/c,
boat
good
•
s,
RVs
• Nip. •
cond
itio
n,
V
1.11 •
at Grey's Properties.
• •MME, • -II
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DR. GO1T
By Peter H. Gott4M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT About six months
ago, I had laryngitis and lost my voice.
I had no fever, so I didn't see a doctor.
Although the situation resolved in a
few days, I have lost my sense of
taste; everything tastes flat.
Moreover, my sense of smell has also
been affected. What's going on?
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DEAR READER: Taste is experienced through special receptors on
the tongue. This sense is not affected
by laryngitis. However,'we obtain
much of our "taste" perception
through the organs of smell.
Therefore, upper respiratory infections, notably in the sinuses, are often
associated with diminished taste, as
well as smell, even though the taste
receptors themselves are not affected.
In your case, your nose was probably
infected by the same microorganisms
that attacked your tongue. A continuing taste problem may indicate the
presence of a sinus infection.
Although you successfully avoided
seeing a physician at the beginning of
your illness, I suggest that you see a
doctor now, because you may have

)air.
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DEAR ABBY

developed a low-grade sinus infection
that needs treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 87 and have
advanced osteoporosis, for which my
doctor prescribed Fosamax, calcium
supplements and vitamin D. He wants
me to have another bone density test
done in a year. Is this necessary?
DEAR READER: In my opinion,
yes. The bone density test is quick,
safe, painless and inexpensive. It
measures the density of calcium in
certain bones. One of the advantages
of Fosamax is that it increases bone
density. Therefore, your doctor has
recommended a repeat study to make
sure that the Fosamax is an effective
remedy. If it is, your bone density will
increase. If it isn't, alternative therapies — such as Miacalcin nasal spray
— may have to be considered.
To give you related information, 1
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have been diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome.
After each bowel movement, I feel
shaky, short of breath, weak and jittery.
I have a really sore spot in the right
lower abdomen. What can I do for this?
DEAR READER: You must have
the granddaddy of irritable colons.
The shakiness, shortness of breath,
weakness and pain indicate that your
bowel problem may be far more
involved than the ordinary type of irritable bowel syndrome.
If your colon is so spastic that it
causes such symptoms, you should be
under the care of a gastroenterologist.
Irritable bowel syndrome is usually a
handicap, not a disability.
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DEAR EMBARRASSED:Since
the wedding was canceled, the
couple should have returned
the gifts that had not been used.
Neither you nor the bride's
mother should have been involved in returning them.
DEAR ABBY: A good friend of
mine wrote the enclosed poem for
his daughter. After she read it, she
managed to get off cocaine.
I just found out that my daughter has been using cocaine. I am
sending her a copy. I hope it will
also help her. Abby, I pray that you
will put this in your column, which
I read every day. God bless you
always.
AN ARIZONA READER
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opening bid.
It was also not unreasonable

to suppose that West did not have
two hearts, or he surely would
have led his partner's suit in preference to his own, which was at
best 10-x-x-x. Therefore, West had
either a singleton heart or a void!

a o3A941- EilENI GOING To
TUNIC ABOUT SWIMSUITS
THIS /144EAR . BUT NOLO I
MUST PROVE. TM STILL
YOUNG!' YES! TM PART
Of'THE 40UNG. HIF GROUP

snu. irRY/NCT

South

But West could not be void. If
he were, he would have a five-card

West

NOTHINEr LIKE THE HINT
Of A SUMMER ROMANCE
TO DRIVE SALES....

considered by many to be the greatest woman player of all time. She
won the club lead in her hand with
the ace and then proceeded to
deduce that East had been dealt
the doubleton A-K of spades! Accordingly, she led a low spade
from her hand at trick two and
eventually finished with 11 tricks.
The question is how Mrs.
Sobel could tell at trick one that
East's A-K ofspades could be driven
out without wasting her high
spades or using up valuable en-
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Murray High School seniors
named to the National Honor Society were Ted Sykes, Jerry Rose,
Rebecca Dublin, Cynthia Jetton,
Marilee Easter, Eileen Rohwedder,
Sandra Hamrick, Martha Jones,
Betty Hart and Mary Florence
Churchill.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bowerman, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cooper, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Hicks and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Chumbler.
Fifty years ago

A total of 271 persons will
receive degrees at the 20th annual commencement at Murray State
College on May 30.
Installed as officers for 194950 for the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club were
Miss Rachel Rowland, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Miss Beth Sexton, Miss
Vivian Hale, Mrs. Rob Huie, Miss
Dorothy lrvan and Mrs. Ethel Ward.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Workman,
May 14.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 24, the
144th day of 1999. There are 221
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 24, 1844, Samuel F.B.
Morse transmitted the message,
"What hath God wrought!" from
Washington to Baltimore as he
formally opened America's first
telegraph line.
On this date:
In 1819, Queen Victoria was
born in London.
In 1830, the first passenger railroad in the United States began
service between Baltimore and
Elliott's Mills, Md.
In 1881, some 200 people died
when the Canadian ferry "Princess
Victoria" sank near London,
Ontario.
In 1883, the Brooklyn Bridge,
linking Brooklyn and Manhattan,
was opened to traffic.
In 1941, the German battleship
"Bismarck" sank the British dreadnought "Hood" in the North
Atlantic.
In 1958, United Press International was formed through a merger of the United Press and the
International News Service.
In 1976, Britain and France
opened transatlantic Concorde service to Washington.

Cannes Film
Festival, vZhile the runner-up Grand
Prize went to "Life is Beautiful,"
directed by and starring Italy's
Roberto Benign.

CROSSWORDS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Forty years ago

suit, in which case he presumably
would have led that suit in preference to a four-card suit (as indicated by West's deuce lead). Hence,
West had precisely one heart. The
inevitable consequence of this conclusion was that West's distribution was precisely 4-4-4-1.
Since West was thus marked
with four spades, it followed that
East had exactly two. This in turn
meant that East had the doubleton
A-K if his opening bid was to be
believed.
To lead a club or a diamond in
order to get to dummy — which
would either cost a trick or use up
dummy's last entry — was therefore pointless. So Mrs. Sobel led a
low spade at trick two and wound
One year ago: A Greek film,
up making more tricks on the deal "Eternity and a Day," won
the Goldthan anyone else who played it.
en Palm at the 51st

North

Dble
Pass
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — two of clubs.
In my opinion, this is one of
the most remarkable deals ever
played.
The declarer was Helen Sobel,

Tar

2
40.

so rnE.

ing, East had to have the A-K of
spades and king of hearts for his

VA Q 5
•K J 7
+A Q
The bidding:
East
IV

MAY I
HELP YOU
F IND

tries to dummy for spade leads
toward the Q-J.
When the logic of her low spade
play at trick two is examined, it is
found to be eminently sound. Since
only 14 high-card points were miss-

SOUTH
•Q J 7 6 3

Brooks, Kent McCuiston, Cathy
Johnston, Duane Adams, Melissa
Treas, Tim Scruggs, Susan Young
and Danny Ross.
Births reported include a boy
to Ensign and Mrs. Thomas Reed
Madison Jr., May 13; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Miller, May
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Fleener, May 20.

TODAY IN HISTORY

Famous Hand

liLONDIE

od

LOOKING BACK

MY NAME IS COCAINE
East dealer.
by Larry Jackson
Both
sides vulnerable.
My name is Cocaine — call
NORTH
me coke for short.
+85
I entered this country with✓ 10 7 4 2
out a passport.
•A 9 6 3
Ever since then I've made
4K 54
lots of scum rich.
WEST
EAST
+ 10942
AK
V3
VKJ98G
•Q 8 5 4
• 10 2
+10872
+J 9 6 3

753-9911
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Some have been murdered
Ten years ago
and found in a ditch.
Elected in the Primary Election
I'm more valued than diamonds, more treasured than May 23 were George Weaks,
judge/executive; J.D. Williams,
gold.
Use me just once and you too sheriff; David Harrington, county
will be sold.
attorney; Ronnie Jackson, property valuation administrator; Pat
I'll make a schoolboy forget
Paschall,jailer; Johnny Miller, corohis books.
I'll make a beauty queen for- ner; Clyde Hale, Steve Lax. Bobby
Stubblefield and Dan Miller, magget her looks.
I'll take a renowned speaker istrates. County Clerk Teresa Rushand make him a bore.
ing said 51 percent voted in the
I'll take your mother and election.
make her a whore.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Coles will
I'll make a teacher forget
be
married 50 years May 27.
how to teach.
Births reported include a girl
I'll make a preacher not want
to Laura and Steve Legate, May
to preach.
I'll take all your rent money 19.
and you'll be evicted.
Twenty years ago
I'll murder your babies, or
LaDon Dowdy is the 1979 Murthey'll be addicted.
ray Ledger & Times Miss Spring
I'll make you rob, and steal,
featured in a special 24-page secand kill.
When you're under my tion today.
Debbie Geurin and Mark Austin,
power, you will have no will.
Murray High School students, are
Remember, my friend, my among 16 students across the state
name is "Big C."
who are eligible to compete in
If you try me one time, you the National
Speech Tournament
may never be free.
I've destroyed many actors, June 18-22 in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mark Etherton is MHS coach.
politicians and heroes.
Births reported include a boy
I've decreased bank accounts
to Mr. and Mrs. Kirk P. Byrn III,
from millions to zero.
I'll make shootings and stab- May 14.
bings a common affair.
Thirty years ago
Once I take charge, you won't
Superlatives of Calloway Counhave a prayer.
ty High School Senior Class are
Now that you know me, what Rita Chaney, Tim Morgan, Gail
will you do?
Furches, Mike Ernstberger, Jane
You'll have to decide — it's Shoemaker,
Jackie Cochran, Rickall up to you.
ie
Hopkins,
Pat Scott, Nancy
please
lisListen to me, and
Williams, Rickey Alexander, Peggy
ten well,
When you ride with Cocaine, Forres, Jeffrey Gordon, Sheila
Kelso, Johnny Miller, Wyvonne
you're headed for hell.

DEAR ABBY: My son and his
fiancee recently canceled their wedding. She is in the Army. Before she
left, our side of the family gave her
a wonderful bridal shower, and they
received an abundance of great
gifts.
When we were told the wedding
was "off," we went to her mother's
house to get the gifts to return them
to our family members. Her mother
informed us that they were her
daughter's gifts, and she was
already using them in Texas.
I said, No, they were for a couple who were going to be married
and are no longer going to be. The
sifts must be returned." The woman
told me she did not see why.
I tried to explain that my son
recently got an apartment, but he
would never have used the gifts
knowing they were intended for the
two of them when they got married.
Abby, is she right or am I'?
EMBARRASSED
IN FREMONT,OHIO

DEAR READER: I piay the
message of this poem will
inspire your daughter and
other cocaine users to quit:

DR. GOTT
Rewall
i.00

MONDAY, MAY 24,
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14 Pierre is its
cap
17 Hipbones
20 Family rooms
24 Ocho —
Jamaica
25 Compass pt
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creator
28 Danger
29 Shopping
center, for
short
30 Utilizes
32 Gull-like bird
35 Ancient bird
36 Curtain sash
38 On one's last
41 Italian money
4-4 Light source
46 Pilfers
47 Ours — — to
reason why
49 Nora Charles
dog
52 Grand Ole —
53 Celine —
54 Truth — dare
55 Vehicle
57 H.S graduate
60 Roman 99
62 Babylonian
deity
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UK-PCC announce new
masters health program
The University of Kentucky
plans to offer a master of health
administration degree at the UK
Graduate Center on the campus
of Paducah Community College in
the fall.
The degree is offered by the
University of Kentucky's James
W. Martin School of Public Policy and Administration.
"This master's program will
benefit professionals who are interested in careers in the management of health services," said PCC
President Dr. Len O'Hara."Because
Paducah has such a strong and thriving medical community, UK recognized the need for advanced
education."
Dr. Edward Jennings, acting
director of the Martin School, said
the University of Kentucky is dedicated to responding to the needs
of western Kentucky.
"We are excited about delivering yet another quality program
to western Kentucky," Jennings
said. "The health care professionals of this region said they needed the availability of an advanced
degree and the university responded."
UK's MHA degree is the only
accredited program of its kind in
the state, Jennings said.
"We know this initiative will
be a success for UK, the local
students and most importantly, the

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

community," Jennings said. "West
Kentucky has excellent, forwardthinking healthcare providers and
UK is proud to be supportive of
the continued search for educational enhancement."
UK will offer the courses through
distance learning technologies
including interactive television in
which students will attend class
on the PCC campus and learn
from instructors located in Lexington.
"This is yet another example
of the Paducah Junior CollegeUniversity of Kentucky contract
working for the good of western
Kentucky," O'Hara said referring
to an agreement between PJC and
UK to provide advanced degrees
in this region which are not offered
by regional universities.
This fall, UK plans to offer
two classes: "Overview of the
Health Care Delivery System" and
"Management Accounting for
Health Care Organization."
Each will be offered one evening
a week during the semester from
5 to 7:30 p.m.
For more information, contact
Kay Travis, PCC's Communiveristy
director, at 270-554-6206 or Dr.
James O'Reilly, associate dean of
the extended campus and multidisciplinary graduate programs at
UK, at 606-257-2411.

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Year Limited Warranty
•24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

AMANDA CONLEY

ANNE BLIGH PICKENS

Local students get UK scholarships
Three Calloway County residents
have received academic scholarships from the University of Kentucky.
Amanda Conley, the daughter of
Michael and Nancy Conley, received a Chancellor Scholarship,
which provides the cost of in-state
tuition during the freshman year
and $1,000 per year during the
sophomore through senior years.

Receiving Bluegrass Scholarships were Anne Bligh Pickens,
daughter of James and Ruth Pickens of Murray, and Jessica Smith,
daughter of Robert and Beverly
D. Smith of Murray.
The awards cover in-state tuition
during the freshman year and provides $1,500 during sophomore,
junior and senior years.

Brown,Allen earn merit honors
Matt Brown and Elizabeth Allen,
students at Murray High School,
have been named commended students in the 1999 National Merit
Scholarship Program, according to
MHS Principal Dan Hampton.

Some 34,500 commended students throughout the nation are
being honored for their exceptional
academic promise. Although they
will not continue in the competition for Merit Scholarships awards
to be offered next spring, comA letter of commendation from mended students placed among the
the school and National Merit top 5 percent of more than one
Scholarship Corporation (NMSC), million students who entered the
which conducts the program, will 1999 Merit Program by taking the
be presented by the principal to 1997 Preliminary SAT/National
these scholastically talented seniors. Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.

HAYWARD'

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
***** Defer to others. Allow more
creativity to come forth. Saying what you
mean helps partners clanfy their positions. Excellent communication merges
with fresh ideas. A meeting helps you
concoct new plans. Unexpected developments come your way.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You efficiently get a lot done. A
boss inspires you. Conversations bnng
great ideas. Emphasize concentration
and focus. Run errands, but make time
for a pleasant, healthy lunch. Exercise
increases your energy levels. Consider a
change in your daily life.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your mind wanders; cook up
some ingenious ideas. Focus on what you
want. Understand that there are many
paths to the same destiny. Brainstorm,
make and return calls. Look to the future.
Explore your mental resources. Say
"yes" to an upcoming trip.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Another could seem evasive or
unsure. Neither is the case; he actually
might be confused by an emotional or
financial matter. Don't push too hard. Be
willing to take a nsk. Your intuition
anchors a choice. Follow through on a
personal endeavor.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others usually gravitate to
you — right now, more than usual. You
might question another's motives. He

Make This Summer
ONE TO REMEMBER!

AT '13995
IT'S A
STIHL!
Get the pool set for summer.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, May
25, 1999:
Objectivity is the key to your success this
year Creativity and romance play far
more predominant roles in your life You
could opt to travel, take classes in your
chosen field or perhaps broaden your
honzons through a special new fnend.
Your life develops in a much more pleasurable direction. Bnlliance and spontaneity emerge If you are single. a whopper of a romance knocks on your door
You will get what you want. If attached,
your relationship starts to sizzle as it did
before. Keep communication flowing.
Don't settle for less than perfection
LIBRA adores you.

\Atli iccij himselrin an odd but surpnsing way. Communication helps you
release ngid thinking. Break patterns,
want.
seek
discern 2what
VIRGO
experts,(Aug 23-Se pt. 2 you
*** Work remains a pnonty. You
see issues quite differently than a boss
sees them. Harness your creativity. Fight
any tendency to be scattered. Knowing
what you want makes all the difference.
Ask for what you need financially and
professionally. Tonight: Working late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Let others get closer to you.
Though you might not always see eye-toeye with another, brainstorming is particularly dynamic. Add a little more fantasy
to your day-to-day life, whether it's planning a vacation or surfing the Internet.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Go within for answers. Not everyone has to agree with you. Dynamic
thinking breaks patterns and opens doors.
Let your sense of humor come out. A
family member is full of ideas, do a better job of listening. Relating allows
greater understanding and builds security. Tonight: Go for closeness.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Bring fnends together, network and aim for what you want. Others
provide information and feedback. Your
creativity flounshes. Be open to the
impossible. Brainstorm. Unexpected
news proves to be exciting. Run with a
su rpnse.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others look to you for advice,
especially regarding finances. High energy comes from several directions_ Ac vrs
plunge into work, you see a more effective way of organizing your daily and
professional lives. Follow through on
solid ideas. Maximize your time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Follow your mind and your
intuition. You possess a wealth of ingenuity. Set out to accomplish the amazing.
You could reverse your direction out of
the blue. Understand the long-term
implications as well as the immediate
results. Make time for a new friend or a
child. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Your resourcefulness is obvious and can be relied upon. However, to
others, you might seem reactive or
unpredictable. Discussions with a partner
help him understand your beliefs.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$24.95

The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated
#1 by a leading consumer
magazine, has all the power
and durability you expect
from a Stihl built power tool.
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(Includes Uniform)
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• 1.8ci • 30cc

Join

• Lifetime Electronic Ignition
For Easy Starts

STA-RITE'

•2 Year Consumer Warranty

Maintenance Contracts • Repairs • Renovations
Cleaning • Opening & Winterizations

Call Today
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• Large Easy-Access Air Filter
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STIHE.

1413 Olive
Blvd.
Murray

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

REGISTER NOW!!
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....When School
Ends YMCA Begins!

STORES.

753-2571
753-4110

I

UNLEAsII Yal.'ll POTENTIAL

Get This 1999 Fully Automatic
Prairie® 300 4x4

Skimmer va
'East
'Breakfast a
Lurch Provided

AtiVatia
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For Only $108.63 With The Bank Rate Locked At
9.99% Full Term!
* Youth Sports
* Swimming
* Arts and Crafts
* Field Trips
* Story Telling
* Team Building
* Enrichment Programs

POOLS

POOLS

Why Pay More For Less?
Make The Right Choice!
With A One-Piece Fiberglass Pool
from
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CALL 753-0228
GET APFLICA1ION5 IN EARLY FOR FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE TO BE CONSIDERED FAVORABLY!

Yes, this Prairie 3004x4 has big metal floor boards & with the hi-lo range it runs like most 400's.

To get yours give short application right on the phone. Call 502-713-11078 Today' Only at..
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